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Preface 

This paper reviews the early history of the rai or stone money of Yap as reported 
by early foreign travelers and relates these stories to more recent observations, both 
of which comprise the "mythology" of stone money. I have compiled information 
documenting the location and acquisition of pieces that have been taken out of 
Yap, and by so doing I have attempted to provide some basis for a comparison of the 
stones. 

By private correspondence I contacted all institutions listed in the tables and 
the data I have used was drawn from these sources. The private owners were either 
contacted personally or the data employed was obtained from the Yap District 
Administrator's file on stone money. 

The rai numeration given in the tables and illustrations is according to my own 
system derived from arrangement of the stones by location and ownership. In the 
"Notes," HRAF refers to the page number of the translated work in the Human 
Relations Area Files at the Federal City College, Washington, D.C. In the appen
dixes, the spelling and wording of quoted material is that of the original documents. 

A great deal of invaluable assistance was received from individuals here in the 
United States, as well as from residents of Micronesia, whose contributions are 
acknowledged either in the text or in the notes. Without the assistance and cooperation 
of colleagues in museums and institutions around the world this work could not 
have been accomplished. I specifically wish to thank Dr. Saul Riesenberg, Senior 
Ethnologist, Department of Anthropology, National Museum of Natural History, 
Smithsonian Institution, for his great generosity and assistance; and Dr. Vladimir 
Clain-Stefanelli, Chairman, Department of Applied Arts, and Curator, Division of 
Numismatics, National Museum of History and Technology, Smithsonian Institution; 
as well as Mrs. Elvira Clain-Stefanelli, Curator, Division of Numismatics, National 
Museum of History and Technology, Smithsonian Institution, for their usual superior 
professional guidance and encouragement in this project. 
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The Stone Money of Yap 
Cora Lee C. Gillilland 

Introduction 
Our world of credit cards, discounts, prime rates, 

and collection agencies makes it easier for us to com
prehend the nineteenth-century Yapese economy than 
it was for the whalers, traders, and anthropologists 
of that era who wrote about and created the romance 
of the stone money island.1 As was the case in many 
other primitive societies, there were several different 
types of "money" used on the island of Yap. One 
of these forms, stone money (rai), has come to be 
known internationally, surpassing in notoriety the 
yar of pearl shell, the gau or pearl shell bead necklaces, 
the ma or huge ceremonial pestles, and even the 
mbul, the specially woven mats. 

The size, form, and material brought distinction to 
Yapese stone money. Changing customs and values, 
exceptions to rules, consideration of occasions and 
people involved are all a part of rai economics. To the 
nineteenth-century European visitors, to whom money 
was for the most part hard metal with pre-established 
values adjustable only by the state, this was a partic
ularly foreign concept of currency. 

The legends and myths surrounding Yapese rai are 
varied. Their origin is known only through oral 
history, which has been collected by foreigners, 
translated and often adapted to the theory of the 
writer. This license will become apparent in light of 
other accounts when the origin question is discussed 
in a later section. Likewise, there are many faulty 
impressions written into numismatic accounts of 
Yapese rai. One has to know the social customs in 
order to understand the monetary system. Unqualified 
statements have often led to oversimplification. An 
early twentieth-century anthropologist, Wilhelm Miil-
ler, established a relative date for the beginning of 
stone money at 200 years before his writing.2 He 
established this by asking his informants for the names 
of all Yapese chiefs from the time of the earliest known 
stone money to that of his own day and assuming a 
certain number of years to a generation, in this case 

Cora Lee C. Gillilland, Division of Numismatics, Department of 
Applied Arts, National Museum of History and Technology, Smith
sonian Institution, Washington, D.C. 20560. 

to that of a chief. More current writers, in quoting 
Miiller, have rewritten his statement and inferred 
that, indeed, some stones on Yap are 200 years old. 
This writer's experience of observing court cases, 
wherein the lineage of the islanders was given, leads 
her to believe that this approach may not necessarily 
have been correct. The original dating was based on 
mathematical theory, but retelling has completely 
altered the original statement. 

Early foreign investigators have placed exchange 
values on stones, which for years thereafter have been 
quoted as though a part of the definition of rai. 
Incorrect information is due, in part, to the fact that 
entry to the area was restricted by foreign powers for 
the greater part of our century. Accurate information 
has been so difficult to obtain that in 1966 Einzig was 
forced to cite as "up-to-date" data supplied by an 
informant who had visited Yap briefly 21 years 
earlier.3 

There has been the "south sea allure" type of 
reporting in numismatic writings of the Pacific area. 
Grass skirts, loincloths, doughnut-shaped stones 
exchanged but seldom moved, the island of stone 
money: how often these descriptions appear. One 
visualizes the same retouched scene that Willard 
Price etched in the 1930s when describing an island 
queen going to market followed by slaves carrying 
the great stones.4 Though columnists continue to 
paint with the same rosy hues, the people of these 
islands are, in fact, going about their contemporary 
business of negotiating with Presidential appointees 
on the terms of their current and future political 
status. The palms of the Pacific today sway with the 
breezes of the modern world! 

Within the span of a century the stones of Yap have 
had an alternating and varying place within the 
society. Their manufacture and use, as well as local 
value, were and are yet modified by the cultural 
invasion of the foreigners. It is within this context of 
change that the author has attempted to study stone 
money from a numismatic point of view. 

572-509 O - 75 - l 
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Accounts of Foreign Voyagers 

Yap Is Sighted by the Foreigner 

Unlike some emerging areas, such as those in 
Central Africa, Yap has been known to the Western 
World for over four centuries. Any available account 
of the Yapese and their early outside contacts are 
those of foreign observers. An account of early Pacific 
history by Wilhelm Muller, a German anthropologist 
who studied in Yap between 1908 and 1910, con
stitutes the accepted version of Yap's discovery.5 He 
recites that a Portuguese captain, Diego da Rocha, 
representing his own country and Spain, was trying to 
find a way to curb the Turkish blockade of the spice 
route. During 1525-1527, while sailing among the 
Molucca Islands, he was driven off course and sighted 
Yap. This account of the original discovery, however, 
is still obscure, and there is a dispute as to whether 
Rocha's "Islands of Sequeira" were either Yap or 
Ulithi.6 There is also a question relative to a second 
"discovery." Muller states that this was made by the 
first Spaniard to become associated with Yap, 
Alvaro Saavedra (or de Sayavedra). He set out from 
the harbor of Siguantanejo in New Spain on 31 Octo
ber 1528 bound for the rich Moluccas in Indonesia. 
William Lessa of the University of California, Los 
Angeles, states that Saavedra stopped in the Northern 
Marshalls and on his second trip sighted islands in 
the Eastern Carolines.7 Muller mentions that 
Saavedra, on his way to the Philippines, had reached 
Ulithi in the Eastern Carolines, which he termed 
"Los Reyes". These early inquiries become even 
more confusing when one reads that Ruy Lopez de 
Villalobes, in January 1543, was met on the island 
of Fais with the greeting "Buenos dias, metelotas." It 
was reported that he was also met either on Yap or 
Ulithi with the same greeting.8 Where knowledge of 
European languages may have been acquired is 
questionable considering that this occurred only 22 
years after Magellan discovered the Marianas.9 

Andrew Sharp, writing about the Pacific Islands, 
places 15 February 1626 as the date of the first 
clearly established European contact with Yap. 
This encounter was made by the Nassau Fleet under 

Gheen Hugo Schapenham crossing the Pacific from 
New Spain to Guam. Sharp points out that the 
early sequence of two islands lying south of Guam 
near the latitude ten degrees north, could "only be 
Fais or Ulithi for the first island and Yap for the 
second." He concedes that this atoll probably was 
discovered earlier by the sixteenth-century visitors 
mentioned above.10 

Early Accounts of Rai 

In the late seventeenth and early eighteenth 
centuries, Yap was cited by Jesuit missionaries who 
had heard accounts of these islands from natives of 
other island groups.11 One, Father Clain, S.J., working 
in the Philippines, met people who had drifted west
ward from Fais. Another missonary, Father Cantova, 
writing from Guam, was told of the western islands 
and their valuables by native visitors to Guam: 

T h e same Indian tells me, which I find hard to believe that 
there are on his island silver mines, but they take only small 
quantit ies from it for lack of proper metal instruments for 
digging in the ground where they are found and tha t when 
they do find a piece of pu ie silver they try to round it off and 
make a present of it to the Lord of the Is land; and that he 
has enough of it to serve him as a throne. . 12 

The phrase "mines of silver" rings a strange note. 
The description of "rounding off" the pieces (i.e., 
final quarrying procedures) is interesting in light of 
stone disks as we know them, although the account 
indicates that the pieces collectively served as a 
throne. 

More specific accounts of the Yapese did not 
appear until the nineteenth century when various 
powerful countries sent expeditions to the Pacific. In 
the early portion of that century several accounts 
testify to the existence of the stone disks. Little com
ment, however, is given to the economic phenomenon 
which accompanies the stones. It is interesting to look 
at the various early accounts in order to assess the 
changing place and values of the stones within the 
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local culture. All, of course, are presented from the 
foreigner's view. 

In the early 1800s, Otto von Kotzebue, sailing for 
the czar of Russia, stopped in the Carolines. In one 
of his journals of the trip, a reference is made to the 
stone disks: 

Eap [Yap] produces whet-stones, which the low easterly 
islands obtain from thence. They are a kinder gift of na ture 
than the silver, Cantova, on the testimony of the nat ive, Cayal, 
ascribes to this island. K a d u has explained to us this tradition. 
A white stone is found in the mountains of Eap, to which the 
chiefs have an exclusive r ight ; their seats of honor are m a d e 
of it. One block forms the seat, and the other the back. 
K a d u has seen this s tone; it is neither silvei nor metal. A yellow 
stone has the same honour in Pelli (the Pelew islands).13 

He later mentions that "in Wilson's voyage, the 
seat of a chief [of Palau] was carried away as a 
military trophy." 14 The writings of Adelbert von 
Chamisso, the naturalist who sailed with Kotzebue 
and who wrote volume three of the Kotzebue journals 
of the voyage, contain the same statement.10 Their 
accounts are extremely confusing, for "whet-stone," it 
would seem, could only refer to the stone money disks; 
yet these publications, as did Cantova's, immediately 
proceed to a brief discussion of the chiefs' seats of 
honor. Both of these types of stone, the disks (money) 
and the slabs (seats of honor), are now found placed 
about thefailu or men's houses on Yap. One wonders 
if the connection by the early travelers was due to some 
misunderstanding or if there is a relationship. A 
booklet published by the Office of the District Admin
istrator, Yap, in 1966 speaks of these two types of 
stone monuments and links them together. When 
mentioning "some Yapese taboos" the booklet notes: 

I t is forbidden to sit or stand on top of the stone money that 
stands upright or to sit on the stones which are around the 
platform of the houres and are used for back rests.16 

One also questions from where did Kotzebue and 
Chamisso, or their native informants understand the 
stone to originate? Did the stone used for the "whet
stones" come from the mountains of Yap? They 
mention Palau, but not as the source of the stone, as 
is indicated by later observers. 

Twenty years after Kotzebue's trip, Captain 
Dumont D'Urville visited these Pacific islands. He 
mentioned "cylinders" in reference to the people of 
"Pillelew." In the January 1839 entry of his journal, 
he states: 

I exchanged with the natives some objects of their industry, 
like boxes, combs of bone, cylinders of lime, a platter of clay 
and a grand dish designed for their food. .17 

The "cylinders of lime" could possibly refer to stone 
disks, but in the possession of Palauans, not Yapese. 
The description is broad, however, and more than 
likely refers to a tool such as a breadfruit pounder. 

By the middle of the century European traders had 
descended upon the Carolines. Captain Andrew 
Cheyne, making his third voyage in the brig Naiad 
sailed through various island groups, intending to 
establish depots for tropical produce. With Cheyne 
came all the hatred and disease so often associated 
with the Pacific traders.18 Although by the time of 
this voyage Palau was well known to explorers and 
traders, Cheyne considered his visit to Yap to be a 
relatively early foreign contact. Dorothy Shineberg, 
editor of his papers, states that he was probably 
correct in this assumption.19 Certainly he was one of 
the first to make more than a few passing remarks 
about the island. His journal entry for 23 August 1843 
reads: 

At 9 A.M., the premier and chiefs of Tomal [Yap] came on 
board to receive their present, sent by Abba Thule [one of the 
chiefs of Palau], for their king, which consisted of nothing more 
or less than a round stone, with a hole in the centre, similar 
to a small upper millstone. These stones are very rare , and 
consequently highly prized, being only found in the mountains 
of the Pallou Islands.20 

Upon welcoming them, the head of the Palauan 
delegation, whom Cheyne had brought with him, said 
to the chiefs of Yap: 

I am the bearer of a message to you from the great and 
powerful Abba Thule King of Koroar . T h e message is this : 
—Abba Thule has sent us with this English ship as interpreters 
to your village for the purpose of bartering with you for a cargo 
of biche de mer [sic]. He also placed in om charge this present 
of money, which we now deliver to you, and request you will 
present it to youi king as a token of friendship from Abba 
Thule.2 1 

The so-called "Prime Minister" in thanking the 
Palauans was reported to have said: 

We have heard the message you have brought from your 
king, accompanying this present of money and our answer is 
this: — W e accept of your present, and desire you to convey our 
thanks to the good Abba Thule for this token of hi. regard, and 
also for fending this English ship to our island. This is the first 
ship of that nation which has ever anchored in our harbour , 
and we shall use our influence with our people to collect a 
cargo of biche de mer for her. 22 

The trader responded: 

I have cautioned my crew not to take any thing from any of 
your subjects without paying them for i t ; and should I find 
them acting contrary to my orders, I shall most assuredly 
punish them; and I therefore hope that you will give your 
natives a similar caution so that nothing may intervene to mar 
oui fiiendly intercourse.23 
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He then adds that he "handed them a present for 
their King."24 and told his men that they must "pay" 
the natives for anything they took. One wonders 
what kind of payment he expected the men to use. 
Cheyne's ship was under taboo for one month and 
he did not go ashore until 22 September 1843.25 

He was an intelligent and painstaking observer, who 
described the council square, the large council house, 
the dress, canoes, weapons, food and the Yapese 
habit of using betel nut.26 Yet despite all this he 
never mentioned seeing pieces of stone money about 
the council houses or in the homes or anywhere on 
the island.27 If they were in evidence, then as now, 
one cannot help but question why they were not 
included in his many meticulous observations. 

He does describe having been conducted "to the 
council square in the center of the village where all 
the chiefs meet, when discussing the affairs of the 
tribe."28 Council square is identified in a footnote to 
his diary by Dr. Saul Riesenberg of the Smithsonian 
Institution, who described it as "a slightly raised and 
paved area, with upright slabs of stone which were 
the designated seats for chiefs at meetings," and 
remarks that Cheyne indicated that "women were 
not allowed to set foot on this elevated area."29 Yet 
Cheyne himself did not mention the stone slabs and 
used the word "millstone" only in reference to the 
gift he brought from Palau. 

Alfred Tetens, a German trader and himself a 
significant figure in Pacific history, became Cheyne's 
agent and partner. Tetens thereby assumed sole 
command of Cheyne's ship, Acis, in its enterprises 
with Palau and Yap.30 It is in Tetens' writings31 

that one finds some of the first descriptions of the 
Yapese going to Palau to quarry and bring back the 
stone disks to Yap. Up to this point the available 
accounts have only attested more or less to the 
existence of the stones. The Jesuits heard about the 
custom. Kotzebue and Chamisso reported that the 
stones were obtained by "the low eastern islands" 
from Yap. Dumont D'Urville may have obtained 
one in trading with the Palauans. Cheyne was sent 
with one from Palau (which he believed to be the 
only source of the stone) in order to give it as a gift 
on Yap. The form, however, was certainly not un
known by the Yapese since Cheyne goes into detail 
about the men of another village being disappointed 
that his vessel did not come there for they very much 
wanted the gift which was sent by Abba Thule.32 

It is with Cheyne's agent, Alfred Tetens, and then in 
all following accounts that the tradition of the stones 

being quarried on Palau by the Yapese and carried 
from there to Yap is told and retold. Tetens' memoirs 
from 1862-1863 state: 

M y friendship with Abba Thu le was of the greatest impor
tance to m e ; for al though Yap is hostile to Palau, the people 
of Yap had to visit Palau for the preparat ion of the great stones 
which serve them as money, and for obtaining the consent of 
the king to carry them away.33 

In late 1865 while sailing for the Hamburg firm 
of Johann Caesar Godeffroy, Tetens recorded in his 
journal: 

There were also passengers on board the Vesta. These were 
ten natives of Yap who wished to re turn home with the big 
stones they had cut on Palau and which are used as money 
and are considered of great value. For small change large shells 
of mother-of-pearl are used. T h e large coins cut out of glistening 
white stone have the shape of a big Swiss cheese; in the middle is 
a hole as big as a fist through which the beam for carrying them 
is passed. Only a limited amount of this coinage may be made 
at one t ime, thus assuring a controlled financial system.34 

The Pivot of Change 

It is from the writings of Tetens and the observers 
of this period and those who were there after this time 
that one senses a turning point in the political position 
of Yap vis-a-vis Palau. Before the great influx of 
European traders, there are various accounts of a 
large circle of control wielded by Yap over other 
island groups. William Lessa writes: 

There is ample early documenta t ion to illustrate that as 
par t of this t r ibutary system the natives for about 700 miles 
east of Yap annually arrived in great fleets to bring tribute and 
carry on trade.3 5 

He states that Father Cantova said, "These islands 
(Ulithi) like so many others of this archipelago are 
subjects of the king of Yap." 3 6 Frederick William 
Christian, an Englishman visiting in the Caroline 
Islands in the 1890s, knew of this tradition and said, 
"The natives on Ulithi or Mackenzie group (north
ward of Yap) from ancient times were subject to Yap. 
They came down every February to pay their 
tribute."37 Father Salesius, a missionary who was in 
Yap around the turn of the century, told of the canoes 
from the East that came to trade on Yap and brought 
the tribute for the chief of Gatschabar (in Yap).38 A 
few short years later, Arno Senfft, a German observer 
studying on Yap, said of the custom, "Until a few 
decades ago, the chief of Gatschabar (in Yap) of that 
day traveled to all his tributary islands, took with 
him some representatives from each of them. . . ." 39 
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The tribute was brought from the eastern low 
islands to the high island of Yap. The Yapese power 
was, in part, due to their feats of black magic. In 
the early nineteenth century, Kotzebue spoke of the 
threats of storms with which the Yapese terrorized 
their neighbors.40 Tetens observed, "Yap owes its 
dominion over these islands primarily to religious, 
mythological conceptions and fears."41 Lessa main
tains that magic was the real threat wielded by the 
Yapese.42 With this they subjugated those who fear
fully brought tribute from the east. 

Contact, at least in trade, existed directly or 
indirectly between Yap and Palau to the west. 
Kotzebue spoke of the trade between the islands as 
the "main spring of navigation," and stated that 
the curcuma root (turmeric) was "in great abundance 
at Eap."43 This root "which is rasped to a powder, 
forms a considerable branch of the trade of Eap." ** 
Palau is then mentioned in this system of trade by 
Kotzebue as the place where 

the iron which the Europeans bring is exchanged for curcuma. 
On the south western group of islands they exchange stuffs 
for iron of which they are in want . A squadron of ten sail, 
five from Magemog and five from Eap.4 5 

Yap had curcuma and Palau the European iron. 
The Yapese from ancient times maintained suzerainty 
over their eastern neighbors probably, as Lessa 
pointed out, by the threat of magic. In the 1860s and 
1870s, with increased European contact, the amount 
of iron and then of fire arms available to Palauans 
multiplied. At the same time, accounts begin to 
appear of the growing importance of Palau, specific
ally of Koror, as a center of European trade. "The 
people of Koror, owing to the fact that foreign ships 
touched only at their port, had become more powerful 
than those of other districts of the Palaus. They 
possessed more weapons and hence had subdued 
their neighbors."46 I have noted above that Tetens 
spoke of the hostility that existed between Yap and 
Palau. As centers of their individual domains they 
were also, no doubt, rivals. In his statement, Tetens 
implied that Palau had the upper hand and the 
Yapese had to obtain consent and permisssion to 
quarry the stone disks; but twenty years earlier 
Cheyne told of the King of Palau sending a present 
to Yap. It would appear, therefore, that political 
fortunes had changed, wherein the Yapese not only 
had to obtain the consent of the people of Palau to 
quarry stones, but now also were forced to perform 
menial tasks for their Palauan hosts. In the last quar

ter of the nineteenth century, it was said that when 
Yapese strangers came in canoes to Palau they were 

treated disdainfully, because, other than personal ability, they 
brought nothing with them but hunger. They were permitted 
to go to the uninhabi ted Koheals (coral islands south of 
Babeldaob) and hammer out their Argonite money, and for 
occasional food offered them they were required to perfoim 
services, which were willingly rendered by the enterprising sons 
of Yap who were unsure of themselves on foreign soil. They 
gathered firewood, carried water, built fish-weirr, and acted as 
sooth sayers, doctors and conjurers.47 

In 1903 Arno Senfft wrote: 

T h e broad, paved street of the island of Koror in Palau was 
not constructed by the inhabitants of Koror bu t by Yapese as 
payment for permission to quarry in order to manufacture 
money.48 

This is a far different Yapese than the one portrayed 
by the words of Cheyne and Tetens. The statement 
that the Yapese were unsure of themselves on foreign 
soil also seems to be in opposition to what early 
writers said of Yapese trade, navigational abilities, 
and conquests. 

The Foreigners Come to Stay 

Europeans during the mid-nineteenth century 
moved throughout the Pacific, always in search of 
marketable commodities, often collecting scientific 
data on their way, and providing national claims for 
later colonial expansion. Therefore, foreign ships in 
Yap harbor were not unknown before the arrival of 
Cheyne and Tetens, though they were few.49 In the 
last quarter of the century, however, strangers came 
in greater numbers. Their influence soon altered the 
trade and economy in a most dramatic way. In the 
1860s Tetens mentioned other Europeans in the 
islands: Captain Woodin, for example, who is also 
named by the visiting scientist, Dr. Karl Semper.50 

Jan S. Kubary, a Pole who had been employed by 
the Godeffroy firm of Hamburg and who lived first 
on Palau and later on Ponape, made visits to Yap. He 
first came in 1870.51 This untrained but skillful 
scientist observed the Yapese money forms and wrote 
of the stone disks, of their transport, and their value 
both in local and European terms. The Godeffroy 
family provided such men with their means of support 
and established a museum for their collections and a 
journal for publication of their observations. The 
smaller and less influential Hernsheim trading com
pany, also of Hamburg, established a branch on Yap 
in 1873,52 with Robert Friedlander stationed there as 
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its agent.53 This firm took over the Godeffroy interests 
in the Pacific when those pioneer financiers declared 
bankruptcy in 1879.54 In the 1880s, a traveling British 
colonial officer wrote of "a native of Scotland named 
Wylie" as well as the British subject R. I. Abbott and 
"the Americans Henderson and Captain Holcomb." 55 

One of the largest of the German firms dealing in the 
Pacific trade, the Deutsche Handels-und Plantagen-
Gesellschaft, also operated a station on Yap in 1885.56 

This array of German companies brought men of 
varying talents, all of whom helped to establish a 
German claim in the Carolines. Few, though, made 
any great inroad into the profitable copra business.57 

One of the Pacific's more colorful characters, 
whose legend was enhanced in 1950 by the publication 
of a novel and subsequent production of a movie 
based on his life, was David Sean O'Keefe. This Irish-
American adventurer's unconventional tactics gave 
him the upper hand in the difficult business of collect
ing copra. He was paid with copra for transporting 
rai from the quarries to Yap, enabling the Yapese to 
obtain rai with much less risk of life or loss of stone. 
Captain O'Keefe obtained both power in the islands 
and wealth in the Hong Kong market through this 
device. For almost thirty years, from 1872 to 1901, the 
Yapese obtained passage on one of the Captain's 
ships.58 After hewing out the precious stone on Palau, 
they "hocked" it to O'Keefe for transport back to 
Yap and then later reclaimed it with prepared copra. 

Not only did writers such as Kubary mention the 
presence of O'Keefe on Yap, but the Spanish govern
ment in defense of its ownership of the Carolines noted 
the "Englishman O'Keef" as a resident of the port of 
Yap.59 J. R. LeHunte, traveling as the British Judicial 
Commissioner aboard the HMS Espiegle, reported to 
the Acting High Commissioner for the Western 
Pacific at Fiji that O'Keefe was held in high regard by 
the natives of the islands. "We hear him spoken in 
terms of eulogy by the Pelew and Yap natives alike."60 

Even his "bitterest enemy," Walter Amery, said of 
him: 

During the last year O'Keefe has done more copra trade than 
any other firm in Yap, owing to his having the stone money 
mainly in his hands, and his being kind to the natives. O'Keefe 
has done his best to ingratiate himself with the Yap people 
principally the chiefs.61 

LeHunte, himself, observed: 

Almost the whole trade of Yap and Pelew is in the hands of 
O'Keefe. H e also has a monopoly for a nominal rental of the 
produce of St. David 's Island (claimed by the Dutch Governor) 
[Mapia Island, Indonesia] from which he exports about 220 

tons of copra per a n n u m . The re being no local labour at that 
place, the inhabi tants having been almost killed off by the 
natives of Te rna te and New Guinea, O'Keefe employs in making 
copra there natives of Y a p and also of Sansoral or Pulo 
Anna T h e a r rangement between the Y a p natives and 

O'Keefe is tha t he conveys the money cutters to Pelew and with 
their cargoes back to Yap in consideration for which he obtains 
a proport ionate number of labourers to go to St. David 's for the 
te rm of six months. Both the chiefs and the common people we 
examined expressed themselves perfectly with this a r rangement 
which had been faithfully carried out by both sides for a con
siderable t ime and is likely to cont inue as long as O'Keefe's 
interest in St. David's , and this demand for Pelew stone-money 
in Yap, exists.62 

O'Keefe is also mentioned as one of the "two 
Americans engaged in the manufacture of stone 
money on Palau and the transporting of them to Yap" 
in an 1890 journal of a Japanese ship.63 In 1895 upon 
his arrival on Yap, Christian also spoke of 

Captain O'Keefe to whom I have a letter of introduction and 
who is to act as my banker and general business agent in these 
waters, is away on one of his long cruises in the Pelews and 
Central Carolines.64 

The captain's business ventures based on the 
transportation of rai had been profitable as evidenced 
by his will. After the captain's death, there was con
fusion as to whom should be heir to his fortunes. His 
first wife, Kathryn of Savannah, Georgia, employed 
the law firm of O'Byrne, Hartridge, Wright, and 
Brennan to secure her claim to his fortune. Mr. 
Hartridge of this firm made several trips to Yap on 
her behalf.65 According to O'Keefe's will of 1890, he 
left his estate to his second wife, Charlotte, whom he 
had married without benefit of prior divorce. Char
lotte, alone, was to have received an annuity of one 
hundred pounds sterling.66 The conversion at that 
time was approximately five dollars to one pound 
sterling. Five hundred dollars was a good yearly 
income, above the average annual earnings for 
workers in all United States industries.67 Kathryn's 
claim, however, was upheld by the German courts on 
Yap and the heirs then maintained the O'Keefe 
interest in copra, transferring the business to a 
German trading company. With the advent of World 
War I, though, Japan seized control of the property.68 

As late as 1923, O'Keefe's wife, Charlotte, was re
ported "to live on the island of Tarang in the harbor 
of Yap where his trading station was." 69 His daughter, 
Mrs. Alfred Scott, was then living on the island of 
Dunig. It is an understatement to say that this colorful 
Captain O'Keefe changed the economy and customs 
of Yap. Contrary to Paul Einzig's statement, O'Keefe's 
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contribution depreciated the cultural value of rai, by 
making possible the quarrying of more and larger 
stones.70 The increased availability and frequency of 
transportation that his business afforded gave the 
individual Yapese a chance for private ownership, 
thus disrupting the traditional economic pattern of 
dissemination of holdings from the apex to the wider 
base of the society. 

Over German protests, which were supported by 
Great Britain, Spain officially received title to the 
Carolines by Papal confirmation in December 1885.71 

The Spanish flag flew until 1899 when Spain accepted 
Germany^ offer to purchase the area. Once again 
German traders hoisted their own flag. German 

officials exercised more local control than had Spain, 
and their strict regulations somewhat altered the local 
habits. The Germans brought scientists who studied 
the island peoples and cultures in depth and left the 
most extensive record of stone money. During this 
period Japanese traders began to appear, and at the 
beginning of World War I (1914) when Germany 
was expelled, Japan already controlled commerce. Re
maining competition was quickly eradicated and 
until the end of the World War II the islands served 
as an integral portion of Japan, herself. With the end 
of hostilities in 1945, the United States assumed the 
administration of the area as a United Nations Trust 
Territory. 



The Maze of Scientific Accounts 

Descriptions of the Stones 

Scientists who came or wrote about Yap used the 
local name for the stone money disks, but many 
different phonetic forms occurred. The Germans 
seemed to prefer fa. The Englishman Frederick W. 
Christian and the American William H. Furness, a 
Philadelphian who lived on Yap for a year, spelled 
the word fe and fei, respectively. Muller explained 
that the term "rai,^ which he had heard in connection 
with the stone money, was the word used for the stone 
material, aragonite.72 The current explanation is that 
there were two designations for the stones. The people 
in the southern and south central parts of Yap once 
used the word fei, while those of the northeastern and 
northern regions called stone money "rai." 73 The 
term, fei is no longer used by the Yapese, as fei may 
also mean "faces" in the outer islands of the Yap 
administrative district.74 Thus, "rai" is now the ac
cepted term in Yap proper and in contact with the 
outside world. 

In reading descriptions of rai one often finds the 
comparison with a millstone. As previously mentioned, 
Cheyne equated the piece brought from Palau as 
being similar to a "small upper millstone." Tetens 
and Kubary 30 years later observed that the size 
varied from that "of a Swiss cheese up to that of a 
millstone." 7o Russell Robertson, speaking from notes 
taken abroad the British schooner Rupak, which left 
Singapore in 1875, said that the money of the "Uap 
group consisted of larger worked pieces in the shape 
of a millstone." 76 

In trying to discover what these expressions of size 
might have meant to the nineteenth-century Euro
peans mentioned above, the writer consulted Mr. 
George Terry Sharrer of the Department of Industries, 
Smithsonian Institution. He informed me that in 
the Smithsonian collection the smallest hand-operated 
millstone measures 25 centimeters (10 in) in diameter 
and that an average stone would be about 91 centi
meters (3 ft). I then talked to Mr. Carlos Estrada 
of the internationally known gourmet Wine and 
Cheese Shop of Georgetown, Washington, D. C , 

who told me that appenzeller Swiss cheese made in 
Appenzeller, St. Gall, and Zurich, Switzerland, 
measures about 53 or 56 centimeters (21 or 22 in) in 
diameter. This variety probably would have been 
better known to a German than would the other 
significant variety, emmenthal Swiss cheese, the 
average of which would measure 1 meter (39 in). 

Foreigners reported that rai was measured by the 
Yapese in terms of fathoms (the outstretched arms) 
or spans (length of the outstretched fingers). The 
smallest units were sometimes determined by the 
width of the finger.77 Kubary spoke of a three-span 
piece, which represented a considerable worth.78 

Muller in writing of the Yapese caste system found 
that among the many restrictions imposed upon 
the low caste or tribute payers was that they could 
not own stone money of more than four spans.79 

Senfft said that this caste at that time represented 
about twenty per cent of the population.80 The rai 
brought from Palau to Yap in the Yapese canoes 
and/or rafts could not have exceeded eight spans 
at the most.81 It is currently said on Yap that the 
largest pieces were not brought on rafts.82 The large 
rai seen today on Yap and in many museums outside 
Yap are ones that were transported by foreign-built 
ships. Tetens, speaking of the Yapese who returned 
from Palau aboard his Vesta, said that the 10 natives 
had spent a long time on Palau in order to hew out 
the stone money and that they had 20 large pieces. 
He mentioned that the "taler sized pieces of the 
same kind of stone . serve as lesser money." 83 

It is after the time of O'Keefe that the many accounts 
of the extremely large rai appear. One must remember, 
however, that the coming of O'Keefe also coincided 
with the arrival of a number of Europeans. LeHunte 
noted in his report: 

Equally remarkable . . is the native money of Yap, which 
is all procured from the neighborhood of Koror (Abba Thule 
for political reasons retaining a monopoly of the supply). 
These pieces of money are disks of aragonite, a stone in appear
ance, like large crystals of quartz. I am not exaggerating the 
truth or trespassing on the bounds of humour proper to an 
official report when I say that an average sized grindstone is 
smaller than an average sized piece of Yap money (called a 
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"dol la r" ) and that a millstone is not an extravagant comparison. 
We found no less than a hundred Yap natives at Pelew occupied 
in cutt ing these stones and preparing them for transport to 
Yap . M a n y exceeded six feet in diameter and were proportion
ally thick, having a large hole in the centre through which a 
log of wood is passed and this when laid across two canoes is 
sufficient to support the stone in transit. We had information 
of one piece, which we carried to Yap, being n ine feet four 
inches in diameter and weighed four and one half tons. These 
extraordinary stones are set up in front of the owner's house, 
his importance and wealth being betokened by the number of 
"dol la rs" he can set up.8 4 

The same year R. S. Swanston, traveling in the 
area of Yap, wrote in his journal for 23 March 1883: 

Their currency eonsists of pearl shells which are all imported, 
[and] a quartzose tshist [?] stone obtained in Pellou which is 
eu t out by the natives with great labour into circular pieces 
resembling great stones from two to six feet [.6 to 1.8 m] in 
diameter and from three to six inches [7.6 to 15 cm] on the edge 
and five and eight inches [13 and 20 cm] in the centre 
through which a hole about four inches [10 cm] in diameter is 
cut some are semi-transparent and fairly smooth . 8 5 

Escude y Bartolf, briefly noted in 1885 that the 
stone pieces were "worked into diverse large sizes." 86 

The same year a Spanish countryman, Butron y de la 
Serna, was more specific in quoting 20 centimeters 
to one meter as the size of the "millstones." 87 A 
Russian visitor to the tropics, Miklucho-Maclay, 
wrote in 1878 that the millstones vary from one to 
seven feet [.3 to 2.1 m] in diameter and weigh up to 
a couple of tons.88 Christian in the 1890s repcrts that 
the "medium of exchange in Yap, stone money, con
sists of limestone or aragonite wheels varying from 
six to eight inches [15 to 20 cm] to twelve feet [3.6 m] 
in diameter." 89 Otto Finsch writing around the turn 
of the century quotes Miklucho-Maclay and repeats 
the one to seven foot [.3 to 2.1 m] measurement but 
alters Miklucho-Maclay's weight designation by say
ing that the pieces "in the form of a millstone" may 
weigh up to one thousand pounds [453 kg].90 Volkens, 
who was on Yap around 1900, described the "fa [as] 
ranging in size from palm-sized pieces to those that 
look like gigantic millstones reaching at maximum 
three meters in diameter, which weigh ten or more 
centners . . . ." 91 Salesius, a Catholic priest working 
in Yap around 1900, recorded that "the circumference 
of the stones varied between the size of a thaler or 
palm of a hand to that of large millstones one to one 
and a half meters and more in diameter." 92 

It would seem from the above that foreign observers 
often used their own judgment as an instrument of 
measurement. We see a similar approach taken when 
foreigners discuss the value of rai. Otto Liitje, while 

compiling his dissertation in 1906 and perhaps 
using some of the sources quoted above, said the 
"millstones" measured one half to two meters and the 
"value was established by the size and way of pro
duction." 93 The implication, which continues even 
today, is that the larger the stone, the greater its 
value. The New York market also seems to establish 
price by the size rather than historical data.94 Perhaps 
this is because size is a known factor! Akira Matsumura 
wrote, during the Japanese occupation, that the stone 
money wheels were usually 30 to 55 centimeters in 
diameter, though some were found that measured 90 
centimeters to 1.20 meters. "In rare cases, the diam
eter reaches 3.50 meters." He mentioned the two 
extremes: a piece by the roadside near Tomil, which 
measured 1.93 meters, and one that he obtained with 
a diameter of 7.3 centimeters.90 

Quarrying and Shipping Practices 

Quarrying of the stones must have been an almost 
superhuman task. A Catholic priest reported in 1900 
that a local Yapese legend had those in Hell con
demned to breaking stones on Palau.96 Whether this 
was a local understanding of afterlife or whether the 
Christian foreigners put the money makers in this 
light in order to illustrate their theological point, I 
am not sure. At any rate, to attack a stone mountain 
of Palau with any kind of hand tool would seem to 
be the most difficult of tasks. This may partially 
account for the earlier pieces being small. The Yapese 
desire for the foreign iron available on Palau, which 
we have discussed, could in part be attributed to 
this need. 

Yapese men originally went to Palau in canoes. 
They were experienced sailors and able navigators, 
though the trip itself involved the risk of life. The 
distance from Yap to Palau is approximately 402 
kilometers (250 miles). In 1865, Tetens reported ten 
men returning to Yap on his ship. Presumably they 
had initially come to Palau via canoe. 

Otto Finsch reported that in 1882 Kubary saw 
four hundred men in the quarries on Koror.97 Muller 
says Kubary found 400 quarries—not four hundred 
men, but this would seem unlikely.98 Originally the 
men who went to quarry the money went with the 
chief's permission. When the stones were returned to 
Yap they were distributed by the chief who retained 
the larger ones and two-fifths of the smaller ones for 
himself.99 This allotment is not unlike the chiefs 
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share in copra production found in some islands even 
today. In 1875 Robertson noted: 

Until recently the natives of U a p visit (the Pellews) in canoes. 
Recendy, however, the number of European vessels trading to 
these islands has been greater than formerly and passages are 
readily granted to islanders to and from U a p to the Pellews 
where they dig out and fashion what serves them as 
currency. .10° 

At the time of Miiller's writing, each Yapese "went 
individually or sent his bondsman for him." 101 With 
the ready availability of foreign ships any man could 
seek his own passage and hew out his own stone money. 

Some vestiges of former regal privileges extended 
into the twentieth century. The history of the large 
piece owned and exhibited by the Department of 
Anthropology of the Smithsonian Institution records 
restraints imposed upon the commoner. This piece 
was quarried by Mr. You of Kaday while he and 
Chief Rangnibay of Tolpong were on Palau Island at 
the money quarry: 

At that time only one small German steamship was available 
to haul money. A system of priorities was in effect which gave 
first shipping priority to high-ranking Yapese, relegating the 
rank and file to second place. Qui te often the latter never got 
their money shipped.102 

Rai were often given individual names. Inez De 
Beauclair, an anthropologist who lived on Yap from 
March 1961 to January 1962, stated that she found a 
name might be that of the chief who had given 
permission to sail to Palau or that of the canoe in 
which the piece had been shipped. She also mentioned 
that the name of the maker might be used if he died 
during the work in Palau or perished at sea.103 Franz 
Hernsheim, Consul of the Marshalls who travelled 
throughout Micronesia, wrote in 1884 that the older 
stones had engraved on them the "names" of those 
who quarried and shipped the piece to Yap.104 I have 
found no evidence elsewhere of this custom and am 
not aware of stones that have writings on them. 
Einzig, however, repeats Hernsheim.105 Rai named 
after commoners probably increased once Yapese 
began to go to Palau on their own rather than as a 
member of a sanctioned party. Obtaining money 
became a more individual affair and the ownership 
of this money also became more individual over the 
years. 

The aragonite most in demand was the stone most 
difficult to work, which probably explains its value. 
"The streaked aragonite of a brownish chocolate 
color and the milky white stone with small crystals" 
was preferred.106 The locations of the quarries were 

often quite inaccessible so that men were required to 
build special frameworks. The best made stones re
portedly are those which are thicker at the center hole 
and slope towards the rim.107 There is one such un
usually thick piece in the Department of Anthro
pology, National Museum of Natural History, 
Smithsonian Institution.108 It is the darkest of the 
stones in that collection, almost chocolate brown in 
color. With the early stones the center hole was made 
by using a "shell adze (gi) and then drilled with a 
reef-stone used as a fire-drill." 109 De Beauclair says 
that the procedure required a great deal of time and 
thus "there are only a few pieces of that kind on the 
island." u o Relative to the overall number there were 
probably few made with these early tools. Before the 
use of iron the surface of the stones was polished with 
pumice.111 The surface texture and appearance of rai 
vary greatly. The change in tools and techniques of 
quarrying over the years may explain these differ
ences. The larger piece in the Division of Numis
matics, National Museum of History and Technology, 
Smithsonian Institution, is polished to a very smooth, 
almost enamel-like surface. This is also true of those 
owned by the Tokyo National Museum, the Lannan 
Foundation, and the Pennsylvania University mu
seum. The surfaces of almost all of these stones are also 
stepped or smoothed into two distinct planes. Usually 
both sides of a rai are similar in appearance, though 
the smaller of the two stones on exhibit in the National 
Museum of Natural History, has only one side stepped. 
Many large specimens, as those owned by the Chase 
Manhattan Bank in New York City, the large piece 
on exhibit in the National Museum of Natural His
tory, the largest of the pieces in the Ubersee-Museum, 
Bremen, and the one in the Svenska Handelsbanken 
in Stockholm, are extremely rough and porous 
in surface appearance and are not stepped. A dis
tinctive feature of the Leiden stone is a groove around 
the lip of the center. One example held by the De
partment of Anthropology, National Museum of 
Natural History, has rough, whitish marks on the 
surface as if inscribed by an iron file.112 This piece is 
extremely dark in color, verging on brown, and also 
has a sparkling appearance. The rough, porous 
stones tend towards the creamy colors and are dull 
in finish. 

Muller found that before the days when the 
foreigners' transportation was utilized, the stones 
were drifted out to sea on large bamboo rafts and 
in a matter of days were picked up by the canoes 
for towing to Yap.113 If the canoe and raft arrived 
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home, the large pieces had to be deposited at a given 
place, usually the failu or men's house. A story first 
told by William Furness reported a large rai on Yap 
which was completely submerged under water, yet 
the ownership and purchasing power was well known 
in the community.114 Most matters are common 
knowledge and secrets among local people are rare; 
thus theft of rai is relatively unknown. 

One sometimes hears in the islands that the stones 
from Guam are more valuable than those from Palau 
because of the distance and hardship in transporting 
them.115 Muller mentions that O'Keefe brought some 
aragonite from Guam. The fact that such were 
brought in European ships without risk of life and 
at this late date would deflate the value of the Guam 
stones. De Beauclair states that only a few pieces 
were quarried on Guam and that the German officials 
at the beginning of World War I sent the ship 
Germania to return the stone masons and their products 
to Yap.116 It is interesting that the large stone now 
exhibited by the Smithsonian Institution (rai number 
100) was transported from Palau to Yap on this 
same ship.117 

Fran Defngin, a Yapese District anthropologist, 
told the writer that the German administration in 
1899 issued an order to cease the quarrying of stone 
money on Palau. This order, he stated, was aimed 
at O'Keefe in hopes of jeopardizing his monopoly 
and to help the German traders succeed in their 
business ventures on Yap. It was also hoped that the 
order in preventing the younger men from traveling 
outside of Yap would provide more able bodies for 
road building and other labor projects. Defngin 
stated that the acquisition of stones from Guam was 
initiated by O'Keefe to counteract the German 
hostility to the trade. This order must not have been 
a far-reaching one, for there are reports of the German 
ships carrying stones from Palau shortly thereafter.118 

During the Japanese period, a survey was made 
showing that in 1929 there were 13,281 pieces of 
stone money in the possession of the natives of Yap.119 

By 1965 De Beauclair estimated that this number had 
been reduced to about one-half. The greatest loss 
was caused by World War II when the stone disks 
were broken, smashed, used for anchors, or became 
part of a defense wall. Since that time strong typhoons 
and floods have also taken their toll and left many 
buried or covered by jungle.120 

Local Uses 

Large pieces of rai are frequently found outside the 
failu. Furness said early in the century that "the 
smaller, more portable 'coins' were used for the 
purchase of fish from the failu." 121 The money was 
deposited on the ground near the failu possibly 
several days before the fishermen returned. It re
mained until the owner received a gift of fish.122 

Via the island type of "quiet communication" it 
would simply be known who left the money and to 
whom the fish would go. The stone disks became the 
property of the failu. The men of the failu also re
ceived stone money as remuneration for their work 
in building houses.123 

Though the stones might have been placed outside 
the men's house, they did not necessarily remain 
there as a "decorative bank." There seems to have 
been what one might term a "circulating economic 
system." Rai left the failu as payment for fishing 
equipment, canoes, for pigs or for a feast. Even 
festivals and dances, which constituted a great part 
of the Yapese life, called for the exchange of rai. 
Each affair involved an unspoken reciprocal agree
ment. The host chief and village that presented the 
rai would in time and in turn be the guests and 
recipients.124 

The arts also had a place within this monetary 
system. There is a record of the payment of four 
stones "each of which was so large that two men could 
just stretch around it" for the choreography of four 
separate dances.125 Dance groups might even specify 
in their songs the name of what they desired in the 
way of gifts. The distribution of gifts was an integral 
part of many of the dances and, thus, of the festivals. 
Dance groups often competed for gifts of money.126 

Villages holding these affairs were expected to pay; 
but, as noted above, all such actions were reciprocal. 
Tradition demanded repayment. 

Not only friend but also foe figured into the money 
giving. Robertson, traveling in 1875, observed that 
the principle uses of "the large stones in the shape 
of a mill stone" was for money to pay war indemnities 
and the funeral expenses of the chiefs.127 Less than 
ten years later another traveler to Yap, Consul 
Hernsheim, indicated that in war the stone would 
buy the assistance of a neutral tribe.128 Such debts 
and payments would involve the village as a group 
via the chief. 

Rai was used as compensation for the family of a 
mispil (the woman who resided in the/a?7u).129 Furness 
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was told that "well-finished/*z about four feet [1.2 m] 
in diameter" was usually paid either to the parents of 
the mispil or to the chief of her village.130 Christian, who 
must have been a real romantic, stated that "the 
reason that the stone wheels are piled at the foot of 
these structures (the failu) is that the Mespil may in 
looking upon them remember that they themselves 
were bought with great price, and must prove them
selves worthy of the honour conferred on them." 131 

In expressing the many occasions for spending money 
that a Yapese experienced, Muller said "that even the 
fair sex in the clubhouses is not there for free." 132 

Money had to be spent for the mispil so the men of the 
failu first had to earn the money. If they went fishing 
the canoe in which they went cost money. Money was 
a driving force and this fact does not seem to have 
drastically changed over the years. In 1949, Francis 
Mahoney, evaluating the compelling forces of the 
island psychology, stated that all groups that were 
tested "placed a strong positive valuation on hard 
work and money-making." 133 

Individual, as well as group, need for money was a 
real part of the Yapese life. Mahoney made the point 
in his paper that the islander was a conformist.134 

Particular things were expected of an individual and 
one needed stone money in order to conform. A man 
must be ornamented. He had to pay the tattooer and 
the maker of ornaments. His doctor, sorcerer, even 
priest would want monetary compensation. Senfft 
commented in the early part of the century that 
"whatever could be provided by his fellow country
men, the Yapese pays for with Yap money." 135 

There were times when one needed money for the 
purchase of food in this subsistence economy. Hern
sheim stated that a small rai, the size of a small plate 
and thick as an upper arm, would buy a family's 
monthly supply of fish, yams, and taro.136 I imagine 
that this price was reported to Hernsheim only as an 
example of the food which could be purchased. Cer
tainly there were special occasions, such as festivals 
or funerals, which would necessitate the purchase of 
food in order to serve the many guests. Normally, 
though, a family would sustain itself from their own 
land and would not use the valuable rai for daily 
needs. 

Marriage is often mentioned as a time when the 
stone money might be exchanged. I find little docu
mentation of its use strictly as a "bride price." Kotzebue 
in 1821 stated: 

Marriages are concluded without any solemnities. A man 
makes a present to the father of the girl, consisting of fruits, fish 

and similar things. T h e value of the gift is according to the rank 

of the father of the bride.137 

Over 80 years later Muller reported that the be
trothal gift to the father of the bridegroom consisted 
of yar or shell money. Again, however, there were 
reciprocal gifts. Several months after marriage the 
groom received 10 to 30 little pieces of stone money 
from his father-in-law. He kept two pieces for himself 
and gave the others to his relatives.138 One must 
remember that in "giving" away the remaining rai 
he would be paying for the item which they would 
soon be "giving" him. The system is almost one of 
pre-payment. 

As mentioned previously, death necessitated the 
redistribution of money. Muller reported that the 
brothers and father of the surviving spouse gave rai 
to other members of the family of the deceased. Again 
reciprocity was involved for the brothers and father 
received shell money in return.139 As death came 
unannounced, often the family was not financially 
equipped to meet the burden. The borrowing of 
money that was distributed at the funeral came to 
have a special Yapese name.140 Rai was needed as 
gifts for the invited guests. Senfft wrote that gifts 
might represent "a value of thousands of marks." 141 

The donors, however, in the course of time would be 
repaid for they would be guests at another funeral. 

One of the last stones quarried in Palau was made 
in 1931 and transported in 1932. It was chipped out 
by one Gilimoon of Dechmur, Romil, and given to 
Figir of Luwech, Rull, "as payment for services." 
Gilimoon had been exiled from Yap and "this stone 
money enabled him to return to Yap from Angaur 
Island [Palau district]." 142 Unfortunately the stone 
was later used by the Japanese for airport construction 
and thus destroyed. 

In the examples above, we have observed occasions 

for the "giving" of stone money. It must be reiterated 

though that no piece of money had a definite, un

alterable value. Buying power was always dependent 

upon the social position of the buyer and the receiver, 

as well as the occasion for use. One would have been 

expected "to pay a bit more to an old man or to a 

woman." 143 Kubary said that an exchange between 

chiefs would involve different values than if men of 

lesser standing had been involved.144 Value was 

somewhat relative in such dealings, but it was never 

arbitrary. Custom and tradition established a firm 

criteria of exchange. 



Foreign Interpretation of Value 

When foreigners became involved in exchanges of 
rai with the Yapese, size became a dominant feature 
of valuation and questions of equivalence developed. 
Precedent for the exchange and thus the evaluation 
that had formerly been established suddenly had no 
bearing on the situation, for one of the parties had no 
knowledge or concern for the customary but unspoken 
tradition. 

Captain Tetens, one of the earliest observers, did 
not place a definite trading price on the stones. 
Writing in the 1860s, he injected a qualifying note 
by saying that the stones were considered to be of 
"great value."145 

Kubary must have searched for a set limit by 
which to define the value of the stone. It appears 
that he was concerned with a translation of Yapese 
value into one that could be comprehended by the 
European. What he saw and learned had to be 
understood by the Godeffroy family and the cos
mopolitan readers of their museum publications. 
During his first visit he stated that the stones were 
of "high value."146 Later in 1889 he said, "even 
after O'Keefe the value of a stone measuring three 
hand spans remained constant, that is a stone that 
size was worth one pig."147 In the next century this 
valuation remained the accepted foreign rate. 
Kubary further observed that a six foot [1.8 m] 
piece might be valued at one common big canoe 
or Palau necklace. Later in his paper, when discussing 
Yapese loan interest rates, he qualified his statements 
by observing that values in all exchanges depend upon 
who is the lender and who is the borrower.148 He 
was not the first to note this phenomenon, for 
Kotzebue in 1821 commented on marriage presents: 
"The value of the gift is according to the rank of the 
father of the bride." 149 

O'Keefe introduced the wholesale trade in trans
porting rai, which he rendered in exchange for 
marketable goods, such as copra and beche-de-mer. 
He was not "buying" or "selling" with the stones. 
He only retained them until they were collected by 
their owners and he was paid for his service in copra. 

The value placed on stone money pieces by the 
foreigners is the only indication we have today of the 

foreign "rate of exchange" of these items. Sliding 
scales of local value have been discussed in the previous 
chapter. It is interesting to look at the foreign values 
placed on rai over the years. 

In 1877, Captain Ravnkilde gave to the Danish 
National Museum a piece of stone money 29 by 24 
centimeters. At that time the estimated value placed 
on the piece was ten Danish crowns.150 One year later, 
Miklucho-Maclay, the Russian traveler who visited 
Yap, wrote that "many of the stone pieces have a 
value of many hundred dollars."151 The Museum fur 
Volkerkunde at Frankfurt, Germany, has a piece that 
was collected by August Mockel, who visited Yap 
between 1879 and 1883. He commented: 

T h e Yapese Islanders fetch the stone from C o n o r e and 
woik it into discs of different size. These are then taken to Yap 
by raft and the big ones of high value are put up at the houses 
of their possessors. T h e stone in question, 28 cm. in diameter , 
represents a value of about 40 mark. T h e stone is aragonite . 
In Palau-language it is called palony.152 

Not all visitors, of course, placed a European value 
on rai. Carl Edward Meinicke, who published his 
Die Inseln des Stillen Oceans in 1876, only described 
them.153 In 1885 Don Emilio Butron y de la Serna 
merely remarked that "money satisfies the king his 
tribute." lo4 Christian was concerned with the "great 
price" paid for the mispil by the men of the/az/u.155 

Consul Hernsheim wrote in the 1880s that a small 
stone might purchase a family's food for one month.156 

In 1897, when making a gift of a stone measuring 
38 centimeters to the Museum fur Volkerkunde in 
Berlin, he equated its value to that of "a piece of 
shell money of the value of DM10 [ten Deutsche 
mark]." 157 

A piece measuring 24 centimeters was given to 
the Rijksmuseum voor Volkenkunde, Leiden, in 1896 
by Mr. P.K.A. Meerkamp van Embden, Consul of 
the Netherlands in Manila. Remarks made at that 
time, perhaps by Mr. Meerkamp, in relation to the 
payment for the piece equate the value as that "of 
a sack of copra equalling an amount of ca. D.F1. 1,50 
[about one and one half Dutch florin]." 158 

In 1903 Senfft spoke of rai in relation to burial 
rites. "Gifts represent the value of thousands of 
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marks." 159 In the same year a piece of stone money 
was given by Dr. H. Hallier to the Hamburgisches 
Museum fur Volkerkunde, Hamburg, Germany. The 
item was purchased from a Chief Ruipung for "about 
ten marks." 160 This figure is the same as that used 
by Hernsheim in placing a value on the Berlin piece 
mentioned above. 

The Smithsonian Institution in 1908 paid $43.50 
to one Mr. Costenoble of Guam for a "collection of 
sling-stones, stone axes and stone mortars from the 
island of Guam and a perforated stone disk from 
Yap." 161 The 25.5 centimeter rai in the Department 
of Anthropology collection is the stone disk mentioned 
in this accession. 

Furness said in 1910 a "three span fei ought to 
purchase fifty baskets of food or an 80 or 100 pound 
pig or 1,000 coconuts." 162 His estimate of the pig and 
the coconuts has since been repeated over and over 
again. The pig equivalent was first mentioned by 
Kubary; however, it must have been Furness who 
popularized it in America. The writers Paul Einzig 
and A. H. Quiggin repeat Furness almost forty years 
later.163 In 1957, Edwin H. Bryan, while curator of 
the Bernice P. Bishop Museum in Honolulu quoted 
Furness almost word for word.164 

While writers for numismatic periodicals have 
tended to inscribe the "one rai equals one pig" 
equation into the folklore of the Pacific, Furness, 
himself, listed other equivalents. He said that a three 
span stone should purchase "a pearl shell measuring 
the length of the hand plus the width of three fingers 
up the wrist." 165 A rai larger than three span might 
buy a fifty pound bag of rice, though Furness added 
that this was an exorbitant price! He had purchased 
a 50-centimeter rai for a short-handled axe.166 As noted 
before, he suggested that 1000 coconuts might purchase 
a three span rai. For the reader's information, it takes 
approximately three coconuts to make a pound of 
copra (6000 coconuts equal one ton of copra). The 
missionary, Father Salesius, who was working in Yap 
around 1900, cited that a ton of copra was reckoned 
at 120 to 260 marks depending on quality.167 Furness' 
1000 coconuts would thus make a three hand span 
rai worth between 20 to 43 marks at that time. 
August Mockel's 28-centimeter piece, now in the 
museum in Frankfurt, was also recorded in 1879-1883 
as being worth about forty marks.168 Depreciation 
occurred, for twenty years later the 22-centimeter piece 
in the Hamburg museum was purchased for "about 
ten marks."169 Muller, in 1908-1910, found that the 
"value of the fa gradually decreased because of con

tinuous accumulation and better means of transport. 
A piece measuring one span was then worth three 
marks."170 In 1912 Richard Deeken wrote that a 
20-centimeter piece (about one hand span) would be 
worth two marks.171 Miiller's assertion concerning 
decreased valuation is borne out by the declining values 
placed on similar sized rai found in European museum 
collections. 

Akira Matsumura, whose work was published in 
1918, wrote that he and his associates paid five yen on 
Yap for "a piece sixty-eight centimeters in diameter of 
fine quality and good shape." In comparison an 85-
centimeter piece, which was presented by a visiting 
Yapese chief to the Japanese Minister of the Navy in 
1915, was said by the Yapese to be worth 500 yen.172 

This piece is now in the anthropology collection of 
the University of Tokyo.173 

The equation of one rai being equal to one pig, 
which was first mentioned by Kubary and popularized 
by Furness, may be found in Japanese writings as well. 
Matsumura told that a piece measuring 68 centi
meters that he purchased was "worth a pig weighing 
forty-five kg. [99.2 lbs.]." 174 Furness said his three 
span disk (the writer would estimate this to be approxi
mately 51-57 cm) was worth a pig of 100 pounds.173 

Father Salesius around 1900 found that pigs were 
often given tender care by the women of Yap. He 
stated that they are rarely eaten by the Yapese people 
but often traded to the Europeans.176 In 1937 the 
Japanese government issued an ordinance which paid 
30 yen for a pig kept for breeding purposes. During 
that year only 158 yen were expended for that purpose 
on Yap, 70 of which went to Japanese nationals on the 
island.177 It appears that it was more profitable for 
a Yapese to use a pig for trade than to collect the 
30 yen from the government. 

During the 1930s the Japanese imposed a rigid 
security on the islands, and reports of exchanges and 
purchases of the Yapese stone money by foreigners is 
extremely limited though one finds sales of the disks 
between museums. In 1931, the Staatliche Museum 
fiir Volkerkunde in Berlin sold three pieces of rai to 
The Chase Manhattan Bank in New York City.178 

Farran Zerbe, whose interest in primitive media of 
exchange is well known, was then curator of the Chase 
Manhattan collection. This New York museum cur
rently reports possession of only two disks.179 In 1935, 
a rather unreliable source reported a piece one foot 
[.3 m] in diameter being purchased by an American 
museum for 75 dollars.180 The cost of the Chase 
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1951-1973 Years 

Average size of rai in collections outside of Yap (smallest single 
stone (#64) is 3.5 cm, collected on Yap before 1906; largest 
stone (#95) is 228.4 cm, removed from Yap in 1964). 

Manhattan pieces from the Berlin museum had been 
well above this figure.181 

It was also during the 1930s that another prominent 
collector of primitive media, H. D. Gibbs, obtained a 

Yapese rai for his collection. Mr. Gibbs, then Director 
of the Pittsburgh Numismatic Museum, wrote to 
Pennsylvania Senator David A. Reed requesting his 
help in securing a rai with the assistance of the 
Japanese ambassador in Washington.182 The Japanese 
government, though involved in building fortifications 
in the Pacific at the time, wrote the senator in Decem
ber 1933 that, "owing to the infrequency of steamer 
travel between Japan and Yap . . it will take some 
time." 183 By February of the next year, however, Mr. 
Gibbs had his specimen, the ocean transportation cost 
having been paid by the Japanese Foreign Office in 
Tokyo.184 The bill paid by the Pittsburgh Numismatic 
Museum to Endo and Kotachi, Inc., for clearing the 
disk through customs amounted to $3.56.185 This same 
piece was offered for sale in New York City in 1971 
for 500 dollars.186 

During the period between the wars almost all 
effort in the Pacific area was militarily directed. It is 
miraculous that so much of the stone money escaped 
destruction. As noted before, many were used to pave 
Japanese airstrips or to construct sea walls or piers. 
After the hostilities of World War II , Yap became a 
part of the Trust Territory under United States admin
istration. The United States Navy retained rigid 
security, which it continued to impose even after 1951 
when the area was turned over to the Department of 
the Interior for administration. Collectors and tourists 
were not permitted entry into the Trust Territory; 
but many stone disks did leave the islands in the 
possession of American military and civil service 
personnel (see Table). 



Local Interpretation of Value 

A Judicial Account 

The rai monetary system has been subjected to the 

influence of foreign monetary values, resulting in a 

conflict between traditional and modern concepts 

within the Yapese society. These changing concepts 

are exemplified in the landmark case known in 

Micronesia as Civil Action No. 25 (see Appendix 1). 

The action commenced in the spring of 1960, 

when the National Bank of Detroit acquired a Yapese 

stone disk measuring 152.5 centimeters (5 ft) in 

diameter.187 On 20 January 1961, a local civil 

action suit was filed with the District Court of Yap 

District, Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands. In 

'this case, the plaintiff, Choo, charged that the 

defendant, Pong, had received 125 dollars for the 

sale of a stone to the National Bank of Detroit. 

That stone, Choo maintained, rightly belonged to 

him. Therefore, he demanded in compensation the 

total sum of 125 dollars or return of the same stone. 

On 10 April 1961, the Yap District Court requested 

that this action be transferred to the trial division 

of the Trust Territory High Court. This was done 

and the case became Civil Action No. 25 on the 

High Court docket. The court's pre-trial order 

provides an invaluable account of the history of 

this piece of rai. 

The following portion of the history of the stone money is 
agreed upon. 

a. Urun and Tamangiro, from Af Village, in Tamil Munici
pality, went to the Palau Islands and obtained three pieces 
of stone money. They gave the larger piece to the people 
of Af Village. By agreement between them, Urun retained 
one of the smaller ones and Tamangiro the other smaller 
one. The piece in question in this action is the one retained 
by Urun in this division. 

b. Urun's house burned down and the people of Af Village 
helped him rebuild it. In payment of this assistance, Urun 
gave the stone money now in question to the people of 
Af Village. 

During a "tarn" celebration given by Af Village, the people 
of Dechumui Village put on a dance about people going 
on a trip and, in appreciation for this dance, the people 
of Af Village gave the stone money in question, among 
other things, to the people of Dechumur Village and the 

stone money was removed to Dechumur Village and 
remained there until about January 15, 1960. 

d. Some people from Dechumur Village made a trip to Palau 
and brought more stone money of various sizes. The piece 
brought in on this trip by Tamag was the same size as that 
given by Af Village to Dechumur Village, and this piece 
brought in by Tamag was given to Af Village and the piece 
now in question given to Tamag in exchange for the one he 
brought in. 

e. Tamag gave the piece now in question to his brother 
Fazagol when the latter was about to build a house. Fazagol 
gave this stone money to Puguu in payment for some tin 
roofing for the house. 

f. On or about January 15, 1960, the defendant Pong, with a 
group of men gathered by him, removed the stone money in 
question from Dechumur Village over the protests of the 
plaintiff Choo who was present during part of the removal, 
protested that the stone money belonged to him, and told 
them not to remove it. Later, on Pong's authorization, the 
stone money was shipped to the Money Museum of the 
National Bank of Detroit, Michigan, in accordance with the 
agreement of sale with Pong under which he received 
$125.00 for the stone money.188 

Choo, the plaintiff, claimed that the stone was 

given to him by Puguu as "gidigen," or a type of 

marriage gift, in return for Choo's guarantee to care 

for three children, which Choo's wife brought into his 

home at the time of their marriage. The defendant, 

Pong, claimed that Puguu had given the stone money 

in question to him in an exchange for alcohol, two 

pieces of shell money, and assistance. The Chief 

Justice of the High Court, E. P. Furber, ruled in favor 

of the plaintiff Choo and ordered that he be repaid 

by Pong. Judge Furber's decision reads in part: 

1. Puguu's transfer of the stone money to Choo entirely cut off 
Puguu's rights in the stone money, and any effort he may 
have made thereafter either to transfer the stone money to 
the defendant Pong or to confirm or establish Pong's owner
ship thereof was of no legal effect. 

2. Inasmuch as this stone money was given to Choo as "gidigen" 
under Yapese custom his rights in it axe presumably held in 
common with certain of his relatives and not by him alone. 
It is believed, however, that, as against the defendant Pong, 
the plaintiff Choo is entitled to speak for his entire group 
and that Pong is accountable to Choo for the entire sum 
which he received for the stone money regardless of what 
obligations Choo may have to other members of his group.189 
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This case, which was heard by the court in 1961, 
collaborates reports of several customs and uses of 
the stone money which were mentioned at the begin
ning of the century by Muller and others: joint 
ownership, the use of the stone as a type of promissory 
note, as payment for a dance, and as payment for 
material goods, i.e., the housing materials and 
beverages previously mentioned. Even though the 
court in its decisions cited that "under Yapese 
custom his rights in it are presumbaly held in common 
with certain of his relatives and not by him alone," 
Choo and Pong as individuals alone were involved 
•in the suit. They claimed ownership for themselves. 
Pong alone was responsible for the imposed fee. 
This manner of thinking and wording, as evidenced 
in the trial records, indicates evolution of custom 
and practice. 

The history of this same rai as told by the present 
owner, the National Bank of Detroit, is not the same 
as that found in the pre-trial order of the High Court 
of the Trust Territory. The supervisor of the Money 
Museum reports: 

T h e stone was quarr ied in Babel thaup Island, Palau, by an 
expedition led by a Yap named Falluwem, a member of the 
ranking Miniw household in the Village of T e b in the Tomil 
District of Yap Island. H e was accompanied by low-caste 
laborers from Af Village. T h e expedition took place between 
1875 and 1885. Upon his re turn to Yap, Fal luwem presented 
the piece of Af Village as payment to his laborers. Shortly 
after, Af Village presented the rai to Dechumur Village in 
exchange for services, and Dechumur passed it on to a high-
ranking chief named Gubgol . Dur ing the 1920s Gubgol gave 
it to a man from Talangi th in exchange foi building materials, 
who presented it to his daughter . Upon her death the rai 
passed to her surviving husband and children. All these trans
actions took place without moving the stone from its original 
location in Af Village, Tomil District.190 

The writer does not know why their historical 
records differ from those found in Civil Action 
Number 25.191 

Transfer of Traditional Yapese Monies 

The concept of a cash economy with set values has 
always been foreign to island society, where the 
importance of any given item often relates more to 
cultural and social factors. Even though the item is or 
was used as a medium of exchange, any concept of 
constant value must be carefully weighed. Adjustment 
to a certain monetary exchange equivalent is a learned 
process. In the case of Yap, with their accommodation 

to the mark, the yen, and the dollar, this adjustment 
has taken place three times in our century. 

In the 1960s, the Yapese leaders placed on their rai 
a value of 25 dollars per diameter foot and the 
National Bank of Detroit paid that price for their 
stone. In 1962 this was the price when the Smithsonian 
Institution negotiated the purchase of their largest 
stone now on exhibit in the National Museum of 
Natural History. Twenty-five dollars was an often 
quoted value in the islands in the 1950s and early 
1960s. When the Trust Territory government at
tempted to settle land claims in the 1950s its offer 
was 25 dollars per acre per year for rental. Twenty-five 
dollars per coconut tree was that demanded by the 
islander in damage claims. "Twenty-five dollars per" 
was the convenient price in dealings with the foreigner. 
Local philosophy was one of "that price which worked 
for one item should work for others." This attitude 
towards foreign currency was noted early in the 
twentieth century by Salesius who wrote that when 
the German administration had forbidden the sale of 
alcoholic beverages but allowed the consumption on 
a few specific days, the islander paid for the beverage 
on these days with German coins. He had to save 
these coins and to do this he sold everything he had 
for hard cash: 

then he would demand "one peso" or " two marks" for 
every trivial thing and would be astonished if one did not pay 
h im for every little fish the equivalent of the weight in silver.192 

The Yapese often overpaid as well as over-demanded 
when bartering with the foreigners. Furness wrote of 
an extravagent deal where " Old Ronoboi paid 
twenty thousand coconuts for a cooking stove ' made 
in Germany' of thin sheet-iron."193 At that time 
20,000 coconuts would have brought approximately 
420 to 910 marks.194 Barter, of course, had always 
been known in the islands and as with local items the 
foreigners' imports slowly came to represent known 
values.195 This trade, however, was apart from the real 
economy of the island. Salesius noted that a trade item 
such as copra " represents only an object of trade, not 
a piece of money with an ideal value, like stone and 
shell money with which to buy other things, but 
merely barter." 196 He felt: 

I t would be a mistake, however, to believe tha t pure com

mercial t rade does not exist on Yap . O n the contrary, it most 

certainly does, since there are various kinds of real money on 

Yap, i.e., objects that have no practical and use value apa r t 

from their value as a medium of exchange and thus are purely 

tender . as the famous "stone money" . -197 
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The foreign governments only occasionally in
terfered with the Yapese media of exchange. Salesius 
recounts that the Germans early in their administra
tion discovered that fines imposed upon the Yapese 
were of no consequence unless collected in rai. 
Demands for road repair went unheeded until the 
government took advantage of the native custom of 
transferring title of money without moving it. On 
certain rai they painted "B.A." (Berzirks-Amt or 
District Office) to indicate the government acquisi
tion. As Salesius pointed out, " a show piece sometimes 
[became] an incriminating accuser." 198 

Usually it was the islander who made the rapid 
adjustment to the new economy of the foreigner. A 
certain size stone quickly came to have the value of 
a certain number of German marks or Japanese 
yen or American dollars. Antiquity of use has had 
little to do with the island interpretation of custom. 

The number of stones leaving Yap increased after 
restrictions upon aliens entering the area were lifted 
in 1963. The Yapese by then had had a generation of 
dealing with Americans and their economy. Many 
things combined to make the Yapese people aware of 
the worth of rai and the danger of mass exportation. 
Apparent interest of various foreign museums played 
a role in this. Even the influence of a fledgling museum 
in the Trust Territory was felt. These changing 
attitudes toward value were mentioned when the 
Smithsonian Institution was preparing to purchase 
the large rai that is now on exhibit. District Adminis
trator Robert Halvorson wrote Dr. Saul Riesenberg 
of the Smithsonian: 

T h e Council has discussed your request for both types of rai. 
There is no objection to providing both types, bu t they now 
believe they should get a better price for a pre-contact piece— 
$2,500 per piece! I 'm not sure where this idea came from. I 
specifically asked earlier when the price of $25.00 per foot was 
set if size, history, or other differences warranted different rates. 

At that time they seemed very decided that the rates should be 
the same for all. T h e inflationary price may have been inspired 
by a visit of two or our Council members to Koror where they 
saw two pieces of Pa lauan " m o n e y " in the museum, each of 
which somebody had tagged at $5,000.199 

It was not until the fall of 1965 that the Yap 
Island Congress passed Resolution Number 10-65 
(Appendix 2), levying a tax on the transfer of tradi
tional Yapese monies. A transfer of ownership docu
ment had to be obtained if a citizen of the Trust 
Territory sold or gave any traditional Yapese monies 
to any business establishment or any person who was 
not a citizen of the Trust Territory. A 50 percent tax 
was levied on a sale and a 25 percent tax on the 
estimated value of a gift. This tax and the 500 dollar 
fine imposed on offenders put some teeth into an older 
Yapese law, which required only a transfer of owner
ship document.200 Though as one may note in the 
list of private owners (Table), there are many 
stones that left Yap that are not recorded in the Dis
trict Administration's file of transfer or ownership. 
It has been the Yapese legislators themselves who have 
felt the need to tighten the process for alienation of the 
rai. The Yap Island Congress and the United States 
administration have at times both attempted to fix 
current selling prices of the stone disks. The Smith
sonian Institution was quoted $25.00 per foot in 
1961.201 In April 1965, the price was $2.09 an inch.202 

The measurement scale but not the price had changed. 
In March 1968, the then District Administrator wrote 
that the Yap Island legislature in 1966 had set a price 
of $3.75 per inch.203 The actual going price seems to 
have stabilized at $3.50 per inch.204 This price repre
sents the cost of a stone purchased from a Yapese on 
Yap by a foreigner. The value placed on rai by a 
foreigner outside of Yap is quite different as indicated 
by the New York market.205 



And Now the Origin Question 

The beginnings of stone money are wrapped in and 
enhanced by legend, the telling of which varies 
according to the preference and memory of the teller. 
The Yapese story of the origin of their rai credits a 
Yapese figure, Anagumang, with the discovery of the 
beautiful stone in the Palauan Islands.206 Christian 
was told that this "wise old man" after being tutored 
by the fairy mother, Le-gerem, took seven men with 
him on his sailing journey. Seven, Christian added, 
was the "perfect" number in Yapese tradition.207 (In 
the beginning of the nineteenth century Kotzebue was 
told that the number of Yapese divinities were fixed 
at seven.208) On the small island of Magaragar in 
southern Palau the Yapese reputedly found the new 
shining stone, which they worked in various shapes.209 

After trying designs of a fish and of a crescent moon 
they worked a stone into the shape of the full moon. 
They then bored a hole through the middle and pro
duced a wheel-like form which satisfied Anagumang 
and his patron, Le-gerem. The symbol of the moon 
and its stages are often present in Yapese stories.210 

According to legend the Yapese also took the pearl 
shell which they found in abundance to fashion yar, 
another medium of exchange, and the giant tridacna 
shell from whose hinge the valuable ma or huge 
ceremonial pestles were made.211 

In attempting to arrive at a date for the earliest 
stones that are said to have been quarried on Yap, 
Muller asked the names of all of the chiefs of Talaneie 
since the custom was initiated. He was told that the 
discovery was made under Givai. His informer then 
named the chiefs from the time of Givai to the then 
living chief, Rev, who was the seventh in line from the 
time of the first quarrying.212 Again the magic number 
"seven" appears. Stones and magic are often linked 
together in Yapese legend. The missionary, P. Sixtus 
Walleser, retells the Yapese legend of the original 
inhabitants of Yap who were half man-half kan. 
(German geist, which is spirit or ghost). "The big 
stones lying around testify to their presence. The 
bodies of these people were changed to these stones."213 

Captain Cheyne, one of the early observers of the 
rai, indicated that the stone was similar to a small 
upper millstone. He made no reference in his rather 

detailed journal to any large stones having been seen 
on Yap. Later investigators, however, do lead us to 
believe that the earliest stones were small. Kubary 
was of the opinion that the colored foreign beads of 
the Palauan monetary system had been known and 
used on Yap.214 He believed that when the aragonite 
stone was found on Palau, the Yapese economically 
replaced the beads with the stones. He says " the 
earlier pieces (of stone) were smaller." 215 Miklucho-
Maclay, who was on Yap in 1876, spoke of necklaces 
of shell and stone, which were owned by chiefs.216 

Muller mentions that the Yapese people in the early 
part of the twentieth century had small specimens of 
rai, which were about 4 centimeters in diameter 
strung on cords.217 He adds: 

They are practically worthless today; however, they may 
explain the origin of stone money. T h e custom of stringing shell 
disks as objects of value may have been extended to aragonite 
disks which gradually, since new material was unlimited, 
hypertrophied to the present form.218 

In writing about media of exchange in the Pacific, 
Helmut Petri also spoke of the hypertrophied form 
that Yapese rai may have acquired. He believed that 
of the many forms found in Oceania, the stone money 
was the earliest. Mother-of-pearl, he added, also had 
archaic forms, while the mat and feather forms 
represent the younger types.219 

Fairly recent excavations on Yap did not reveal 
stone money artifacts per se. There were objects 
found, however, which seem to be related and to 
further indicate the possibility that the very early 
stones were quite small. W. W. and D. S. Gifford of 
the University of California discovered at one site a 
perforated bone disk at the depth of 121-182 centi
meters (48-72 in) (carbon dated 176 A.D. ±250). 
While at the 60-76 centimeter (24-30 in) depth at the 
same site a disk of tridacna shell was unearthed 
(carbon dated 1856 A.D. 100+200, —100).220 Another 
unperforated disk of white stone was found at another 
site at a depth of 122-137 centimeters (48-54 in) 
(carbon dated 1636 A.D. ±200).221 This piece measures 
34 millimeters in diameter and varies in thickness 
from 3 millimeters on one edge to 5 millimeters on the 
opposite edge. The edge looked as if it "had been 
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chipped and then ground, at least a little bit."222 

A piece which Gifford referred to as "child's toy" or 
"toy money" was found in a fourth site at a depth of 
60-76 centimeters (24-30 in) (carbon dated 1756 A.D. 
±200).223 Gifford states that such small pieces of 
calcite or aragonite could not definitely be classed as 
"money stone." They may actually be shell, he says, 
as the formation of calcite and aragonite occur in 
both inorganic and organic forms.224 One such piece 
measured about 112 millimeters.220 

It is worth noting here that the progression of the 
size of some pieces coincides with the passing of years: 

1636 (carbon 34 m m piece (phosphate) , 

date) 
1756 (carbon 112 m m piece (form of calci te) . 

date) 
1843 Piece brought with Cheyne, which was 

similar to a small upper millstone. 
Could be as small as Smithsonian mill
stone of 25-26 cm (10 in ) . 

1862 Tetens ' report of " twenty large pieces," 
larger than the "taler-sized" stones he 
says were used for "lesser money ." 
German talers of 1860s (those of Saxony 
and of Prussia) measure about 3.2 cm. 
Earlier ones of the 1820s measure 
3.6 cm. 

1873 Tetens and Kubary ' s description that rai 
"vary in size from that of a Swiss cheese 
to a millstone." Average Appenzeller 
Swiss cheese measures 53-56 cm (21-22 
in) . Average millstone measures about 
91 cm (3 ft). 

Collected prior to Stones now in foreign museums not larger 
1899 than 36.5 cm. 

Collected after Stones now outside Yap tha t are large 
1959 than 1 m ; exception: Bishop Museum, 

Hawai i , piece. 

The Yapese themselves acknowledge that early 
pieces were small. Robert Halvorsen, while Yap Dis
trict Administrator, said that, according to sources on 
Yap, 

prior to western contact, Yapese canoes and rafts were bring
ing in no pieces larger than three and one half or four feet in 
diameter [1.06 or 1.2 m] . O'Keefe started quarrying pieces u p 
to six feet [1.8 m] in diameter which was the m a x i m u m size he 
could get into his holds. Following O'Keefe 's disappearance, 
a larger Ge rman trading vessel started bringing in the larger 
pieces found today.220 

Halvorsen's statement was corroborated in a 1960 
letter to Dr. Riesenberg at the Smithsonian Institu
tion by anthropologist David M. Schneider: 

H a l is quite l ight . T h e " o l d " way was to work a fleet of 
canoes, sometimes two, sometimes six or so, and spend a good 
spell on Palau, quarrying, shaping, etc., and then making a 

raft of the stones by put t ing bamboo poles through the holes 
and then building the raft a round the stone so tha t the stone 
hung on the pole and its thin edge was a kind of keel in the 
water. Such stones were quite small by O'Keefe stand
ards . Any stones over about four feet [1.2 m] across 
would certainly be recent, handled of! large ships.227 

The thought that the early stones were quite small 
presents the question of whether or not the stone 
money disks and shell money beads (gau), also used 
as a medium of exchange on Yap, have a direct con
nection. Did one or the other come first? Was one an 
outgrowth of the other? Several authors have pointed 
to the Far East as a possibility for the geographic 
origin of stone money.228 It would seem that at this 
point one can only say that a constant stream of cross-
infusion must have existed between the shell orna
mental medium of exchange and the stone ones. One 
finds the same vacillation between the two as relates 
to their values. It is never a clear "cu t and dried" 
matter. As was pointed out earlier, the value depends 
not only on what one has, but also on who one is and 
with whom the exchange is made. If the thesis that 
the Yapese wielded a fearful weapon of magic and 
unexplainable power over their area is accepted, per
haps one will not object to the definition of an early 
connection between shell and stone as a transmutation 
of substances. Small disks of both shell and of stone 
are found. Tar, which is traditionally of pearl shell, is 
also made of stone. Muller describes one as a "piece 
of stone money in the shape of a pearl shell."229 

The valued triangular pendant hanging From a small 
shell necklace is most often made of a prized pink-
colored shell, sometimes of tortoise shell, and even of 
whale's tooth; but it has also been described as being 
made of stone.230 

Perhaps we can illustrate the connection by the 
following diagram: 

shells* >beads 

If we accept Kubary's assertion that glass beads were 
present and acknowledge the fact that Gifford in his 
excavations found disks made of shells, we can add to 
the diagram: 

beads< >shells< ^stones 

The importance that beads acquired in Palau can 
be credited to the great number of traders who 
reached there. Iron and glass appeared early in 
Palau. Yap, on the other hand, was more out of the 
way. If beads were known, the possibility of adding 
to the islands' fortune was not great in that area. 
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The idea of stone disks as a medium of exchange 
grew in isolation on Yap. The form of the earliest 
disks on Yap, be they shell or stone, appear to have 
exploded to gigantic proportions with the influx of 
the foreigners. 

The growth of the custom of stone money on Yap 
is a story of a society in transition. The place of the 
disks in the early part of the nineteenth century seems 
to have been exclusive to the chiefs as reported by 
Kotzebue and others. In the 1840s, when Cheyne 
visited Yap, the stones were "very rare." The gift 
of one was enough to cause the chief of another 
district to become jealous. It has been reported by 
De Beauclair that there are few pieces of rai on Yap 
made by the early difficult process of quarrying with 
primitive tools. In 1865 Tetens said that "only a 
limited amount of this coinage may be made at one 
time, thus assuring a controlled financial system." 
In the last half of that century the arrival of the 
foreigners with ships for transportation and iron tools 
for quarrying greatly proliferated the custom. Stones 
were numerous and available and commoners made 
the trip to Palau for their own self interest. O'Keefe 
established trade based on his transportation of the 
stones. 

In 1843, the stones were a scarce item. In 1929, a 
span of 86 years, the Japanese government counted 
13,281 stones on the island. The population of Yap, 
interestingly enough, was 7808 in 1899, while in 1925 
it had decreased to 4401.231 If one subtracts 12,000 
stones from the Japanese count of 13,281, leaving 
1281 stones on Yap in 1843, which would seem a great 
number, then it can be inferred that 12,000 were 
transported from Palau over a period of 86 years; this 
would mean an average of 139 stones a year. The 
Germans cut off the quarrying of stones in 1899, 
though obviously unsuccessfully. The 12,000 stone 
volume implies that one new stone was added to the 
Yapese money bank every 2.48 days for 86 years. 
Compared with the amount of shipping now available 
in the Trust Territory, this volume of shipping would 
appear impossible to duplicate. 

The marked increase in the pace of activities that 
occurred with the arrival of foreigners during the 
40-year period, 1875 to 1915, must have meant a 
tremendous change of life style for the Yapese, a 
change which could only now be duplicated with the 
advent of self government and increased tourism on 
Yap. The often stated hypothesis that the Yapese are 
conservative and slow to change obviously is open to 
challenge. 



Appendix 1 

Civil Action No. 25 

On 20 January 1961, the case of Choo, plaintiff, vs 

Pong, defendant, was docketed in the District Court, 

Yap District, Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, 

as Civil Action No. 27. 

COMPLAINT 

1. The plaintiff lives in Dechumur village Tomil Municipality 
Yap Islands, Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands. 

2. The defendant lives in Bugol village Tomil Municipality 
Yap Island, Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands. 

3. On or about February, 1960, the defendant took and applied 
to his own use one stone money (Ray) of the value of one 
hundred and twenty-five ($125.00) dollars, belonging to 
the plaintiff and sold onto the National Museum in Detroit, 
Michigan U. S. A., which in return, he the defendant 
received one hundred and twenty-five ($125.00) dollars in 
check #1405. 

4. Therefore the plaintiff demands judgment against the defend
ant in the sum of one hundred and twenty-five ($125.00) 
dollars or make return of the said stone money itself to the 
plaintiff. 

On 2 February 1961, the defendant filed his answer 

demanding trial. On 6 April, the plaintiff filed 

"Motion for Request Permission to Take Deposition" 

of one Defngin, who was " leaving for Koror, Palau 

District and may not be able to return in time for 

trial . . . . " The deposition was taken the same day 

before Judge Joseph Fanechoor. The plaintiffs 

counsel was Gilganangin; the defendant's counsel 

was Frank Falounug. The deponent testified as 

follows: 
DIRECT EXAM 

C - P 

C - P 

Q. Please state your name, age, address and occupation? 
A. Defngin 

35 
Woneyan, Gagil Municipality 

Asst. Anthropologist 

0_. Have you heard about this case that are involved 

stone money being sold by Pong to U. S. 

A. Yes, I have heard about it. 

0_. Did you help prepare the story behind this stone 
money by writing it? 

A. Yes 

Court Q. What did you write? 
A. The story behind the stone money. 

C-P Q_. Was Pong the one who gave you the story? 
A. Yes 
Q_. Where? 
A. Tablau Office (old Distad Building) 

Court Q. Do you have the written story in your possession? 
A. No, Mr. Halvorsen took it. 
Q. Please tell the court about the story you wrote on 

the stone money? 
A. Pong told me that during working at Tarang, a 

man by the name of Puguu came and asked him 
for 300 yen. 

C-P Q. Did he asked for something else beside money? 
A. What I was told was only the money. 
Q. During what? 
A. During working at Tarang. 
Q. Did he get the stone money in return for the 300 

yen he was asked for? 
A. They exchanged the stone money with the 300 yen. 

CROSS EXAM 

C-D Q. Was the 300 yen written on the paper you gave 
Mr. Halvorsen? 

A. Yes 
Q. What you have said were the only things you and 

Pong talked about? 
A. There were more but I couldn't recall them. 
Q. About how long did you and Pong talked? 
A. Assuming (3 full written pages) 
Q. When was the time Puguu and Pong exchange the 

stone money with the 300 yen? 
A. During working at Tarang. 
Q. Did Pong ever told you where the stone money 

came from to Puguu? 
A. He said, "I t was given to him by Fazagol" 
Q_. Did he tell you when was this actually took place? 
A. No. 
Q,. Did he tell you why Fazagol gave Puguu the stone 

money? 
A. They exchange the stone money with some tin 

roofings. 
no further question 

C-P Q. The very day the stone money was exchanged with 
the 300 yen, did you yourself didn't write it date 
down or weren't you told? 

A. I wasn't told. 

no further question from either parties. 
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On 10 April, Chief Justice E. P. Fur ber directed 
that the case be transferred to the Trial Division of 
the High Court for the Yap District, where it became 
Civil Action No. 25. After a pre-trial conference 
held on 11 and 18 April he entered the following: 

P R E - T R I A L O R D E R 

1. T h e plaintiff Choo lives in Dechumur Village, Tamii l 
Municipality, Yap District. 

2. T h e defendant Pong lives in Bugol Village, Tamii l Munici
pality, Yap District. 

3. This action is for damages for alleged conversion of a 
particular piece of Yapese stone money, about five feet 
in diameter, or the return of the stone money, which the 
defendant Pong has admittedly sold or purported to sell to 
the Money Museum of the National Bank of Detroit, 
Michigan, for $125.00. T h e case, therefore, turns on whether 
the money belonged to the plaintiff Choo or the defendant 
Pong at the time of the alleged sale. The following portion 
of the history of the stone money is agreed upon :— 

a. Urun and Tamangi ro , from Af Village, in Tamiil 
Municipali ty, went to the Palau Islands and obtained 
three pieces of stone money. They gave the larger 
piece to the people of Af Village. By agreement between 
them, Urun retained one of the smaller ones and 
Tamang i ro the other smaller one. T h e piece in question 
in this action is the one retained by Urun in this division. 

b. Urun ' s house burned down and the people of Af village 
helped him rebuild it. In payment of this assistance, 
Urun gave the stone money now in question to the people 
of Af Village. 

c. Dur ing a " t a rn" celebration given by Af Village, the 
people of Dechumur Village put on a dance about 
people going on a trip and, in appreciation for this 
dance, the people of Af Village gave the stone money 
in question, among other things, to the people of 
Dechumur Village and the stone money was removed 
to Dechumur Village and remained there until about 
J a n u a r y 15, 1960. 

d. Some people from Dechumur Village made a trip to 
Palau and brought more stone money of various sizes. 
The piece brought in on this trip by T a m a g was the 
same size as that given by Af Village to Dechumur 
Village, and this piece brought in by T a m a g was given 
to Af Village and the piece now in question given to 
T a m a g in exchange for the one he brought in. 

c. T a m a g gave the piece now in question to his brother 
Fazagol when the latter was about to build a house. 
Fazagol gave this stone money to Puguu in payment for 
some tin roofing for the house. 

f. On or about J a n u a r y 15, 1960, the defendant Pong, with 
a group of men gathered by him, removed the stone 
money in question from Dechumur Village over the 
protests of the plaintiff Choo who was present during 
par t of the removal, protested that the stone money 
belonged to him, and told them not to remove it. Later , 
on Pong's authorization, the stone money was shipped to 
the Money Museum of the National Bank of Detroit, 
Michigan, in accordance with the agreement of sale with 

Pong under which he received $125.00 for the stone 
money. 

4. T h e plaintiff Choo claims as follows:— 
a. Choo's wife Bulum is a close relative of Puguu. She had 

three children before she married Choo and brought 
them with her to Choo's home at the time of her marr iage. 

b. Puguu gave Choo the money in question in re turn for his 
promise to take care of the three children Bulum had 
before her marriage to Choo. This was during 1937 
before the bauxite was being carried to T a r a n g Island. 

c. T h e defendant Pong was the mafen of Fazagol, who had 
been adopted into Bugol Village. Pong was, therefore, 
responsible for Fazagol's children after Fazagol had died. 
Fazagol's daughter Baroy was marr ied to Gaangred. 
Pong asked Choo for the money in question to give to 
Gaangred in connection with this marr iage and Choo 
refused to give it to Pong. 

d. During American times, following a party held a t Af 
Village at which Bugol Village, with the assistance of 
Palau Village, provided the tuba, some people from 
Palau, Bugol and Dechumur Villages collected in the 
men's house in Bugol and there was discussion about the 
money in question. Pong asked Puguu for the money. 
Puguu refused and told Choo that Pong had been 
asking for the money and had offered him a bill for 
twenty something for it bu t Puguu had refused. P u g u u 
urged Choo not to give the stone money to Pong and 
reminded Choo that Fazagol had already received 72 
pieces of tin roofing from Puguu for the money. 

e. When Pong, with Falalay, Tuguru , G a m a r u u and Fireg 
came to Dechumur on or about January 15, 1960, to 
take the stone money in question, Choo protested tha t 
the money was his and told them not to remove it, bu t 
Pong insisted he had become the owner when he gave 
Puguu some sochu (liquor) in exchange for it. They 
proceeded to remove the stone money and later, on 
Pong's authorization, it was shipped to the Uni ted 
States in accordance with an agreement of sale by Pong 
under which he received one hundred twenty five dollars 
($125.00) for it. 

5. T h e defendant Pong claims as follows:— 
a. During 1938, while bauxite was being carried to T a r a n g 

Island, Puguu gave the stone money in question to 
Pong in exchange at that time for 28 bottles of sochu. 
Faren, Falen, as well as Pong and Puguu, were present 
at the exchange. After that Pong and his father helped 
Puguu for a long t ime and gave him two pieces of shell 
money and a necklace during a dance celebration at 
Talangiz Village and on another occasion helped h im 
by giving three cases of beer and two and one half gallons 
of tuba. 

b. Around 1945 to 1947 Choo told Falalay, who is considered 
as a brother of Pong under Yapese custom, tha t Choo 
was the owner of the stone money in question. Dur ing 
the celebration of the completion of the Tamii l school, a 
group of people including the plaintiff Choo had assisted 
Pong in straightening up another piece of stone money 
belonging to him and then gathered at the men's house, 
in Bugol Village. Before offering them tuba, Pong asked 
Puguu, in a loud voice from about twenty feet away so 
that all present could hear, whether the stone money 
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now in question had been given to h im by Puguu in the 
presence of Falen and Faren or whether it had been 
given to any one else, and Puguu stated that he had 
given it to Pong and not to any one else. Pong asked 
Choo at tha t time whether he heard wha t Puguu had 
said and Choo made no reply. 

c. O n or about J a n u a r y 15, 1960, Pong gathered the group 
of people tha t helped h im carry the stone money in 
question away from Dechumur . Choo told them not to 
remove the stone money because it belonged to h im 
through his wife Bulum. Pong asked if he was a t the meet
ing in the Bugol men's house when Pong had asked 
Puguu about this stone money. Choo admit ted that he 
was there, bu t said Puguu had winked at h im and had 
privately told h im that the money was really given to 
Choo. 

d. When the money in question had already been placed 
on a raft at Dechumur Village Choo told Pong he had 
heard there was to be some money paid for the stone money 
and stated that they should share it. Pong stated he would 
not give Choo any of the money if he was claiming 
ownership of the stone money, bu t that , if he was just 
asking for money, Pong would give h im any amoun t he 
asked. 

6. T h e pleadings are amended . to cover the claims as stated in 
this order. 

7. Impor tan t questions on which evidence is to be presented 
are as follows:— 
a.. Did Puguu transfer the stone money in question to Choo 

before 1938? 
b . Did Puguu transfer or purpor t to transfer the stone money 

in question to Pong about 1938? 
i,. W h a t statements did Puguu make later as to any transfer 

he had made of the stone money to either Choo or Pong? 
d. W h a t statements have either Choo or Pong made which 

are inconsistent with their present claims? 
8. Either party may submit evidence on other matters con

nected with this action that are not covered by the agree
ments in this order. 

9. J u d g e Fanechoor is believed to be disqualified to act as 
assessor a t the trial of this action. Both counsel state tha t 
there is no objection to J u d g e Falyoor acting as assessor a t 
the trial. 

The case brought by Choo of Dechumur village 
against Pong of Bugol village, both residents of Tamiil 
Municipality, Yap District, was tried before Chief 
Justice Furber, 19 to 23 October 1961, at Colonia, 
Yap District. Judges Joseph Fanechoor and Falyoor 
acted as assessors, Feichin C. Faimau as interpreter, 
Florence H. Shook as reporter, Gilganangin as counsel 
for the plaintiff, and Frank Falounug as counsel for 
the defendant. There were seven witnesses (all from 
Yap District) for the plaintiff: Choo, Dechumur 
village, Tamiil Municipality; Fagaldefeg, Af village, 
Tamiil Municipality; Giltaman, Bugol village, Tamiil 
Municipality; Fillimew, Bugol village, Tamiil Mu
nicipality; Yanolang, Bugol village, Tamiil Munici
pality; Nuuan, Af village, Tamiil Municipality; 

Defngin, Woneyan village, Gagil Municipality (by 
deposition). There were five witnesses (all from Yap 
District) for the defendant: Pong, Bugol village, 
Tamiil Municipality; Tithirow, Palau village, Maap 
Municipality; Falalay, Dechumur village, Tamiil 
Municipality; Matmag, Atliu village, Fanif Munici
pality; Faren, Palau village, Maap Municipality. The 
case was taken under advisement. 

On 26 October 1961, the Chief Justice conducted a 
hearing on a motion filed that day by the defendant 
(this time not represented by counsel) wherein he 
requested the court to hold the announcement of this 
civil action at this sitting for the following reasons: 

1. T h a t the defendant unable to unders tand the English 
language and failed to called another witness for his side. 

2. T h a t the defendant asked his own counsel to present some 
evidence which was not shown bu t the counsel refuse to 
do so. 

Therefore I request to this Honorable Court to give the 
defendant another chance to present the evidence. 

The motion was denied, and a Judgment Order 
was entered. 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

1. Puguu, on behalf of Bulum, gave the stone money in question 
to the plaintiff Choo as "gid igen ' ' in connection wi th Choo's 
marriage to Bulum and his assuming responsibility for the 
children w h o m she had borne prior to her marr iage to Choo. 

2. This transfer of stone money from Puguu to Choo occurred 
prior to the work under the supervision of the Japanese on 
T a r a n g Island. 

C O N C L U S I O N S O F L A W 

1. Puguu 's transfer of the stone money to Choo entirely cut off 
Puguu's rights in the stone money, and any effort he may 
have made thereafter either to transfer the stone money to 
the defendant Pong or to confirm or establish Pong's 
ownership thereof was of no legal effect. 

2. Inasmuch as this stone money was given to Choo as "gidigen" , 
under Yapese custom his rights in it are presumably held in 
common with certain of his relatives and not by h im alone. 
It is believed, however, that , as against the defendant Pong, 
the plaintiff Choo is entitled to speak for his entire group and 
that Pong is accountable to Choo for the entire sum which he 
received for the stone money regardless of wha t obligation 
Choo may have to other members of his group. 

J U D G M E N T 

It is ORDERED, ADJUDGED, and DECREED tha t the 
plaintiff Choo who lives in Dechumur Village, Tamii l Munici 
pality, Yap District, recover from the defendant Pong, who lives 
in Bugol Village, Tamii l Municipali ty, Yap District, the sum 
of one hundred twenty five dollars ($125.00) damages and one 
dollar ($1.00) costs, making a total of one hundred twenty six 
dollars ($126.00), and interest thereon at six per cent ( 6 % ) 
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per year from this date until this judgment is paid in full, 
together with any lawful costs incurred in the collection thereof. 

On 20 March 1962, an affidavit by Gilganangin, 
counsel for the plantiff, Choo, was filed and Pong 
was ordered to "show cause why he should not be 
adjudged in contempt of court for failure to comply 
with the order heretofore entered by this court on the 
26th day of October, 1961, in the above entitle action, 
and why any further relief the court deems just 
should not be granted." 

On 26 March 1962, a hearing was held before 
Master Joseph Fanechoor, P.J., who thereupon made 
his report in pertinent part as follows: 

F I N D I N G O F F A C T S 

T h e defendant tells the court the reasons as to why he did not 
fallow the judgment order released by the Trial Division of the 
High Court in above caption proceeding, and reasons as such; 

Defendant owned some lands but there are not enough coco
nu t trees on the lands in order for the defendant to make copra. 

Defendant is a. man of about 50 years old, unemployed and 

have seven children plus his wife gives a total number of 8 

persons in his family under his care. Four out of his seven 

children are attending school while two are just babies, and the 

elder one who is a female daughter of about 21, is the only person 

in the family who works as a teacher in Tomil Elementary 

School, and her salary sum up to $22.00 a month. 

Defendant has no other suit against h im and shows interest 

of willingness for payment in connection with the judgment 

order. Since the defendant's daughter started working two 

months ago, the defendant is willing and offer to pay to the 

plaintiff $11.00 on the last day of every month, which is half of 

her daughter 's monthly salary. 

C O U N S E L F O R T H E P L A I N T I F F - G I L G A N A N G I N 

I have no comments on par t of defendant's statements. 

However, the defendant should bear in mind that the plaintiff 

himself is about 90 years old and is very ill, and have no other 

means of earning money. If the defendant pay little by little 

then the plaintiff may not live long enough to enjoy the use of 

the money he is entitled to. 

M A S T E R ' S O P I N I O N 

Defendant has 8 people in his family under his care including 
his wife. Defendant has no job at the present time, owned some 
lands but does not provide enough copra. Selling a piece of his 
lands may result in not enough lands to provide the needs for 
the future of his children. 

In view of all things mentioned above, this court concluded 
the fallowing: 
(a) Defendant is still strong in spite of his age, capable of doing 

things by means of earning money. 
(b) Defendant has a brother who is employed by the Y a p 

Constabulary, also has many relatives and friends, which 
under local custom, the defendant can ask them for help. 

In conclusion, this court feels that the defendant's ability to 
pay to the plaintiff $11.00 per month is reasonable enough and 
that if the defendant put in extra efforts he may then double the 
payment. 

On 10 May 1962, an Order in Aid of Judgment, 
signed by Paul F. Kinnare, Associate Justice, was 
entered in this case. 

Upon consideration of the master's report filed herein, it is 
ORDERED that the defendant Pong pay the plaintiff Choo 

the sum of eleven dollars ($11.00) every month commencing 
with the month of M a y 1962 until the judgment heretofore 
entered herein is satisfied in full or until further order of this 
court. 

On 20 August 1962; a second affidavit and Order 
of Notice to Show Cause was entered. On 24 August 
1962, upon order of the court, Pong paid the entire 
$33.00 due to date and the second Order was sub
sequently dismissed. Approximately 14 months later 
on 18 December 1963, Counsel for the Plaintiff 
Gilganangin filed an untitled paper, which read 
as follows: 

I, Gilganangin, counsel for the plaintiff in the above-caption 
proceeding, have talked to plaintiff Choo ' himself and decided 
that the interest that should bear on the judgement of the 
same case at the end of each calendar year provide tha t such 
judgement has not been fully satisfied, will not be paid by the 
defendant Pong. 

I ask the court to take into consideration the above request 
that the defendant Pong will not be subjected to pay the 
interest as described above, and a copy of this request has 
been sent to the defendant Pong. 
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Appendix 2 

Yap Islands Congress, Resolution No. 10—65 

T R U S T T E R R I T O R Y O F T H E P A C I F I C I S L A N D S 
YAP I S L A N D S C O N G R E S S 

F A L L S E S S I O N 
1965 

R E S O L U T I O N N O . 10-65: L E V Y I N G A T A X O N T H E 
T R A N S F E R O F T R A D I T I O N A L YAPESE M O N I E S A N D 
O T H E R V A L U A B L E S A N D C O N T R O L L I N G T H E E X 
P O R T T H E R E O F , A N D F O R O T H E R P U R P O S E S . 

B E I T ENACTED BY THE Y A P ISLANDS CONGRESS T H A T : 

Section 1. In order for any citizens of the Trus t Terr i tory 
resident in Yap Islands Proper to sell or give to any business 
establishment or any person who is not a citizen of the Trus t 
Terr i tory resident in Yap Islands Proper any traditional 
Yapese money or other valuables, it shall be necessary for the 
seller or the donor to first obta in a transfer of ownership docu
ment. Such document shall state the name or title of the money 
or the valuable, if any, and the selling price, or in the case of 
a gift, the estimated value of the money or other valuables. 
Such transfer of ownership document shall be cosigned by the 
Magistrate of his Municipality and the Paramount Chief of his 
village, and also by the District Administrator. T h e transfer of 
ownership of the money or other valuable shall become effective 
when the seller or donor thereof certifies on the document tha t 
he has received the stated selling price or has made the stated 
gift, as the case may be. T h e District Administrator shall 
notify the District Treasurer of any such document which he 
signs. 

Section 2. T h e District Treasurer is authorized to prescribe 
the form of the transfer of ownership document . 

Section 3. There is hereby levied upon the sale, as prescribe 
in Section 1 above, of traditional Yapese money and other 
valuables a tax of fifty per cent (50%) of the selling price. Such 
tax shall be paid by the seller of any Yapese money or other 
valuables within seven (7) days after such sale is transacted. 
The tax shall be paid to the District Treasurer . 

Section 4. There is hereby levied upon the giving, as described 
in Section 1 above, of tradit ional Yapese money and other 

valuables a tax of twenty-five per cent ( 2 5 % ) of the estimated 
value thereof. Such estimated value shall be determined by 
enactment of Yap Islands Congress. 

T h e tax levied hereunder shall be paid by the donor of any 
Yapese money or other valuables within seven (7) days after 
the gift thereof is made . T h e tax shall be paid to the District 
Treasurer. 

Section 5. In order to remove from the Yap Islands any 
traditional Yapese money or other valuables, the bearer or 
shipper thereof must have in his possession a document , pre
scribed by Section 1 above, certifying the ownership thereof. 
T h e District Administrator may prevent any person from 
shipping, carrying or otherwise removing any tradit ional Yapese 
money or other valuables for which such person does not have 
a properly signed document of ownership. 

Section 6. T h e provisions of this Resolution shall not apply 
to Yapese cultural objects presently being manufactured for 
sale or other disposition. 

Section 7. PENALTY. Any person who violates any provi
sions of this Resolution shall, upon conviction thereof, be 
punished by a fine of not more than five hundred dollars 
($500.00) or by imprisonment not to exceed six (6) months , or 
both. 

Section 8. This law shall take effect upon approval of the 
High Commissioner of the Trus t Terr i tory of the Pacific Islands. 

Passed by the Yap Islands Congress this 19th day of November, 
1965. 

/ s / Joach im Falmog 

President, Yap Islands Congress 
/s / Mangarfir , Jesus 

/ s / Mayna rd Neas 
District Administrator, Yap 

Secretary, Yap Islands Congress 

J a n u a r y 12, 1966 

Date 

A P P R O V E D T H I S 11th DAY O F March , 1966. 

/ s / M . W. Goding 
High Commissioner, Trus t Terr i tory 
of the Pacific Islands 
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Appendix 3 

Yap District Code, Part B, Traditional Property 

YAP D I S T R I C T C O D E 

P A R T B. T R A D I T I O N A L P R O P E R T Y : 
(Sections 7100-7199) 

Section 7100. REGULATION OF TRANSFER OF O W N E R S H I P . 

In order for any citizen of the Trust Territory resident in the 
Yap District to sell or give to any business establishment or 
any person who is not a citizen of the Trust Territory any 
traditional Yapese money or valuables, it shall be necessary 
for the seller or the donor to first obtain a transfer of ownership 
document. Such document shall state the name or title of the 
money or the valuable, if any, and the selling price, or in the 
case of a gift, the estimated value of the money or the other 
valuable. Such transfer of ownership shall be signed by the 
Magistrate of his municipality or the Paramount Chief of his 
village, or his island, and co-signed by the District Adminis
trator. T h e transfer of ownership of the money or the other 
valuable shall become effective when the stller or the donor 

thereof certifies on the document that he has stated the selling 

price or has made the stated gift, as the case may be. T h e 

District Administrator shall notify the District Treasurer of 

any such document which he signs. T h e District Treasurer is 

authorized to prescribe the form of the transfer of ownership 

document. 

Section 7101. REMOVAL FROM Y A P DISTRICT. In order to 

remove from the Yap District any traditional Yapese money 

or valuable, the bearer or shipper thereof must have in his 

possession a document, prescribed by Section 7100, certifying 

the ownership thereof. T h e District Administrator may prevent 

any person from shipping, carrying or otherwise removing any 

traditional Yapese money or other valuable for which such 

person does not have a properly signed document of ownership. 

Section 7102. EXCEPTIONS. T h e provisions of Section 7100 

and 7102 shall not apply to Yapese cultural objects presentiy 

being manufactured for sale or other disposition. 
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Notes 
See " References" for complete citations 

1 A comparison of a primitive medium of exchange with an 
economic tool of our modern world was made in reference to 
Africa: "This manilla had no actual value in itself bu t was 
used to represent weal th—on the lines of a modern cheque. ' ' 
JOHANSSON, Nigerian Currencies, p . 10. 

2 M U L L E R , Yap, p . 131 ( H R A F p . 228). 
3 T h e Japanese restricted entry to the area and, after World 

W a r I I , the United States Navy imposed tight restrictions 
until 1 Ju ly 1963. Date given by the Depar tment of the Interior, 
Office of Territories, February 1974. EINZIG, Primitive Money, 
p. 40. 

4 PRICE, "Big Money of Y a p , ' ' p . 457. 
5 M U L L E R , lap, p . 1 ( H R A F , p . 1). Muller 's version was 

repeated in 1944 by the U N I T E D STATES N A V Y , Civil Affairs 
Handbook, p . 2 1 ; used in 1947-1948 by H A R V A R D UNIVERSITY, 
PEABODY MUSEUM, " T h e Micronesians of Yap and Their 
Depopula t ion ," p . 3 ; published in 1949 by H U N T , et al., The 
Micronesians of Yap and Their Depopulation, p . 3 ; and quoted 
in 1962 by LESSA, "Evaluat ion of Early Descriptions," p . 314 ff. 

Villalobes' coming in 1543 and Lezcano's in 1686 had been 
mentioned previously in 1907 by SALESIUS, Die Karolinen-
Insel Jap, pp . 1-3 ( H R A F , pp . 1-3). Father Salesius of the 
Capuchin Order did field work on Yap around 1900. 

6 LESSA, "Evaluat ion of Early Descriptions," p . 315. 
7 Ibid. Also S H A R P , Discovery of the Pacific Islands, p . 23 . 

Sharp , however, does not mention Yap as one of the islands 
possibly sighted by Alvaro de Saavedra. 

8 M U L L E R , Yap, p . 1 ( H R A F , p . 1). Previously reported by 
T E T E N S and K U B A R Y , "Die Carolineninsel Y a p , " p . 126 

( H R A F , p . 58). Buenos dias, matelotas may be translated "Good 
morning, seafarers!" Matalotes is found in both Spanish and 
Portuguese, though now obsolete. According to the Language 
Services Division of the U.S. Depar tment of State, February 
1974, the word came into both languages from the French 
matelot, meaning "seafarer." T h e U N I T E D STATES DEPARTMENT 
OF THE INTERIOR, O F F I C E OF G E O G R A P H Y , NIS Gazetteer West 

Pacific Islands, p . 71, lists four different spellings of this word as 
previous names for Ngulu Atoll, Caroline Islands. 

9 In the seventeenth century there are accounts of Yapese 
lost at sea who had drifted to the Philippines where they heard 
the Spanish language. See K R A M E R , Palau, p . 31 . 

10 S H A R P , Discovery of the Pacific Islands, pp . 79-80. 
11 CANTOVA, "Le t t re du P. J e a n Can tova , " and CLAIN, 

"Le t t re de Pere Paul Clain ." 
12 CANTOVA, "Le t t re du P. J e a n Cantova ," p . 216. 
13 K O T Z E B U E , Voyage of Discovery, p . 182. 
14 Ibid., p . 183. 
15 CHAMISSO, Reise urn die Welt, p. 377 (extract translated by 

Carl Jaeschke, Smithsonian Inst i tut ion). 
16 Welcome to Yap, p . 5. T h e taboo is also mentioned in relation 

to the stone money by MATSUMURA, "Contr ibut ions to the 

Ethnography of Micronesia," p . 164: " T h e Yapese do not like 
to have them touched by foreigners." 

17 DUMONT D ' U R V I L L E , Voyage au Pole Sud et dans L'Oceanie, 
p. 208 (extract translated by author) . 

18 Capta in Cheyne's vessel brought to Yap the then deadly 
sickness, influenza. Finally, in the 1860s after "defrauding the 
natives of Koror and defaulting on his indebtedness," as well as 
supplying arms and ammuni t ion to their enemies, the Pa lauans 
retaliated and brutally killed Cheyne. U N I T E D STATES N A V Y , 
Civil Affiairs Handbook, p . 28. 

19 SHINEBERG, Trading Voyages of Andrew Cheyne, p . 14. Cheyne 
did speak of the earlier though infrequent traffic tha t had been 
established with Y a p by other European vessels which had been 
there. M a n y had been attacked and the crews massacred. 
Captain Cheyne took on board ship Lorio, a young man from 
Manila, who was himself from a crew of an attacked Spanish 
ship. See also C H E Y N E , Description of Islands, p . 154. 

Muller stated tha t early European settlements must have been 
formed by the beginning of the nineteenth century. " T h e 
natives have a d im recollection of i t ." There were "vestiges of 
the stay on Yap in the few earthen plates which the natives 
hold in high esteem." M U L L E R , Tap, p . 4 ( H R A F , p . 4 ) . 

20 C H E Y N E , Description of Islands, p . 148. 
21 SHINEBERG, Trading Voyages of Andrew Cheyne, p . 248. 
22 Ibid., Beche-de-mer (spelled "biche de m e r " by Cheyne) 

is trepang or sea cucumber. 
23 Ibid., p . 249. 
24 Ibid. 
25 Ibid., p . 261. 
26 Ibid. , pp. 14, 264-265, 281-284. 
27 Muller reported on the location of rai. " T h e smaller ones 

are stored in houses, the larger ones stand leaning against the 
foundation or flanking the village roads and the large platforms 
in front of the clubhouses." M U L L E R , Yap, p . 130 ( H R A F p . 224). 

28 SHINEBERG, Trading Voyages of Andrew Cheyne, p . 264. 
29 Ibid. , p . 264, footnote 37. 
30 SHINEBERG, Trading Voyages of Andrew Cheyne, p . 22-
31 T E T E N S , Among the Savages of the South Seas, p . xxx. 
32 SHINEBERG, Trading Voyages of Andrew Cheyne, p . 250. 

Editor Shineberg states tha t the "vi l lage" Rul l was actually " a 
district and leader of a powerful a l l iance." 

33 T E T E N S , Among the Savages of the South Seas, p . 12. 
34 Ibid., pp . 62 -63 . 
35 LESSA, "Evaluat ion of Early Descriptions," p . 335. 
36 Ibid. , p . 351. This is documented by Lessa as Francisco 

Carrasco, "Carol ines: Descubbrimiente y descripcion de las 
islas Garbanzos ," Boletin de la Sociedad geografica de Madrid, 
vol. 10, no. 2(1881 ):264. 

37 CHRISTIAN, Caroline Islands, p . 19. 
38 SALESIUS, Die Karolinen-Insel Jap, p . 102 ( H R A F , p . 111). 
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NUMBER 23 29 

39 S E N F F T , "Ethnographische Beitrage, p . 58 ( H R A F p . 24). 
40 KOTZEBUE, Voyage of Discovery, p . 205. 
4 1 T E T E N S and K U B A R Y , "Die Carolineninsel Yap," p . 126 

( H R A F , p . 58). 
42 LESSA, "Evaluat ion of Early Descriptions," p. 362. 
43 K O T Z E B U E , Voyage of Discovery, p . 193. 
44 Ibid., p . 183. 
45 Ibid., pp . 193-194. 
46 SPOEHR, White Falcon, p . 72. 
47 M U L L E R , Tap, p . 27 ( H R A F , p . 47). Muller was quoting 

Kubary. 
48 S E N F F T , "Ethnographische Beitrage," p . 57 (HRAF, p. 21). 
4 9 T E T E N S and K U B A R Y , "Die Carolineninsel Y a p , " p . 127 

( H R A F , p . 59), mention the schooner Dash from Boston, 
which visited Yap in 1834, and the full-rigged ship Ebba Brahe, 
which was stranded there in 1864. CHEYNE, Description of 
Islands, p . 154, tells of the two Manila ships that were attacked 
by the Yapese in 1836. 

50 T E T E N S , Among the Savages of the South Seas, pp . 6-8 , and 
SEMPER, Die Palau-Inseln im stillen Ocean, pp . 42, 255. 

51 K U B A R Y , " U b e r das einheimische Geld," p . 4. 
52 U N I T E D STATES N A V Y , Civil Affairs Handbook, p . 28. 
53 BUTRON Y DE LA SERNA, Memoria sobre las Islas Carolinas, 

p. 24. 
54 SPOEHR, White Falcon, p . 47 ; U N I T E D STATES N A V Y , Civil 

Affairs Handbook, p . 28. 
" L E H U N T E , "Repor t of H M S Espiegle to Sir G. W. Des 

Voeux, Acting High Commissioner for the Western Pacific," 
p . 28. Loaned to the author by Dr. Saul Riesenberg, Smi th
sonian Institution, who copied the manuscript from Professor 
Har ry Maude , retired, Depar tment of Pacific History, Aus
tralian National University. 

56 UNITED STATES N A V Y , Civil Affairs Handbook, p . 28. 
57 "Die Entwickelung der Deutschen Interessen in der 

Siidsee," pp . 367—374. 
58 UNITED STATES N A V Y , Civil Affairs Handbook, p . 28. 
59 BUTRON Y DE LA SSSRNA, Memoria sobre las Islas Carolinas, 

p. 3, and M A R E N C O , La ficcion y la Verdad de lo ocurrido en Tap, 
p. 120. 

60 L E H U N T E , "Repor t of H M S Espiegle, p. 25. 
61 Ibid., p . 30. 
62 Ibid., pp . 27-28. 
63 MATSUMURA, "Contr ibut ions to the Ethnography of 

Micronesia," p . 164. T h e second American mentioned may 
have been a Mr . Holcomb, proprietor of the Bartola, who was 
mentioned by BUTRON Y DE LA S £ R N A , Memoria sobre las Isles 
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TABLE.—Rai exported from Tap 

[Measurements in centimeters unless indicated otherwise] 

Rai 
number 
(•illus
trated 

herein) 

Location 
Acces
sions 

number 

Acquired 
from 

Tear 
acquired 

Thick-
Diameter ness 

Hole Value at 
diam- time of 

eter acquisition 
Surface 

O W N E D BY MUSEUMS AND INSTITUTIONS 

A U S T R I A 

M u s e u m fur 
Volkerkunde, 
Vienna 

// 
C H I N A 

Institute of 
Ethnology, 
Academia 
Sinica, Taipei , 
Ta iwan 

D E N M A R K 

Danish National 
Museum, 
Copenhagen 

G E R M A N Y 

Staatliche M u -
seen Preus-
sischer Ku l -
turbesitz, 
Museum fur 
Volkerkunde, 
Berlin 

// 

90409 

a 

-

I.e. 447 

V I 7883a 

V I 7883b 

Finsch 
collection 

// 

Inez de 
Beauclair 

Captain 
Ravnkilde 

Kuba ry 

a 

*7 
*8 
*9 

10 

11 
12 
13 

14 

15 

// 
a 
a 

Ubersee-
Museum, 
Bremen 

a 
a 
a 

Staatliches 
Museum fur 
Volkerkunde, 
Dresden 

a 

V I 20665 
V I 20666 
V I 46909 

D 3371 

D 5 7 8 6 
D 5 7 8 7 
D 13940 

35068 

42575 

Prof. Volkei 
a 

M a x Kelling 

-

-

-

Umlauff 
collection 

1910 

1961 

1877 

1885 

1925 

1929 

35-34 

2 9 X 2 4 

8.0-7.5 

4.3 

1901 
a 

1961, col
lected on 

Yap, 1900 

12 
9.5 
26.5-24 

40-38 65 m m 
m m 

13 m m 

6.5X6.5 

19X18 
18X18 
89X82 

24.8 

ca. 40-45 

10 Danish 
crowns 

Equal to 
pearl 
shell 

Rough, 
porous 

See footnotes a t end of table. 
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TABLE.—Rai exported from Tap—Continued 

[Measurements in centimeters unless indicated otherwise] 

Rai 
number 
(•illus
trated 

herein) 

*16 
*17 
*18 

19 

20 

*21 

*22 
*23 

*24 

*25 

*26 

*27 

*28 

*29 

Location 

Museum fur 
Volkerkunde, 
Frankfurt a m 
Main 

n 

Hamburgisches 
Museum fur 
Volkerkunde, 
H a m b u r g 

a 
a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

Museum fur 
Volkerkunde, 
Leipzig 

a 

Acces
sions 

number 

51597 
51598 
53535 
N S 2 4 

244 

N S 2 8 
895 

E 4 0 0 8 

E 4 0 0 9 
823:05 

1168" 
M214 

1 1 6 9 " 
M218 

1 3 2 5 " 
M315 

1 3 4 1 " 
M391 

M i 500 

M i 501 

See footnotes at end of table. 

Acquired 
from 

-
-

Tear 
acquired 

1952 

» 
1961 

Diameter 

4 .8X3 .7 
7.4 
25 

Thick- Hole 
ness diam

eter 

-
-

N o documentat ion. " F o u n d without mark of registration in 

Purchased from 
daughter of 
collector, 
August 
Mockel, who 
visited Yap 
1879-1883 

Consul F . 
Hernsheim 

a 

Dr. H . Hallier 
who pur
chased it 
from Chief 
Ruipung, 
1903 

Loan from 
H a m b u r -
gische Wis-
senschaft-
liche 
Stiftung. 
Acquired: 
Siidsee Expe
dition, Dr. 
Muller . 

» 

n 

a 

Purchased from 
Godeffroy 
firm 

a 

1932 
(1879-
1883) 

1903 

" 
30 Oct 

1903 

1908-1910 

it 

a 

a 

1885 

a 

28 

60 

71 
22 

14.5X11 

3.5-4.5 

66.5 

53 

5-6 

19.5 

13 

16 
6.5 

3 

-

13 

12 

-

Value at 
time of 

acquisition 

-
--

the magazine 

Collector 
said 
" repre 
sents 
value of 
abou t 40 
m a r k " 

-
10 mark 

-

-

-

-

Surface 

-
-

dur ing 1908." 

Stepped 

a 

Bamboo 
stick 
(26cm) 
used for 
trans
porting 
stone 

Stepped 

-

-

Smooth 

Rough 
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TABLE.—Rai exported from Tap—Continued 

[Measurements in centimeters unless indicated otherwise] 

Rai 
number 
(•illus
trated 

herein) 

Location 
Acces
sions 

number 

Acquired 
from 

Tear 
acquired 

Thick-
Diameter ness 

Hole Value at 
diam- time of 

eter acquisition 
Surface 

M i 502 

M i 503 
M i 504 
M i 505 
M i 506 
M i 507 
M i 512 

M i 647 

M i 3387 

M i 3388 
M i 4739 

M i 4744 
M i 4610 

M i 4611 
M i 4746 

a-c 

Without 
num
ber, 
records 
de
stroyed 

Linden-Museum 109 560 
Gesellschaft 
fur Erd-und 
Volkerkunde, 
Stut tgar t 

See footnotes at end of table. 

*30 

*31 
*32 
*33 
*34 
*35 
36 

'37 

*38 

*39 
*40 

*41 
*42 

*43 
*44 

*45 

*46 
•47 
*48 

Gift of Ja lu i t 
Society 
(Hernsheim) 

Gift of Arno 
Senfft 

Purchased from 
Lorenzen 

Transfer from 
Archaeological 
Museum, 
Weimar 

a 

Purchased from 
Deubner 

a 

Purchased from 
Schroder 

1904 

1904 

1911, col
lected 
1909 

a 

1957 

1960 

1969 

Gift of Ernst 
Heinrich, 
Stuttgart Bad 
Cannstat t 
(private col
lector of 
Oceanic & 
African Art) 

Ju ly 1932 

6.5-^.0 

5 
7.7-4.5 
7-4 
8 ^ 
5.5-4.0 
70 

82-70 

15.5-13.5 

22.5-22.0 
13-12 

12.5-8.5 
10.5 

13 
4, 3.5, 3 

71-66 

53-50 
8-7 
6.3-6.1 

Unworked 
surface, 
center 
hole 

Unworked 

(specimen missing—lost after war d a m a g e ) 

14 (at 
r im 
6-3) 

12 

10.5 12 

Three pieces 
strung to
gether 

11 

1.4 (at 
r im 
•7) 

9-8 

1.3-1.2 Stepped 
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TABLE.—Rai exported from Tap—Continued 

[Measurements in centimeters unless indicated otherwise] 

Rai 
number 
(•illus
trated 
herein) 

Location 
Acces
sions 

number 

Acquired 
from 

Tear 
acquired Diameter 

Thick
ness 

2.6-2.5 
(at 

r im 
1.8-

1.7) 
5.4 (at 

Hole 
diam

eter 

6.2-6.0 

8 

Value at 
time of 

acquisition 

-

Surface 

Broken and 
repaired 

-

*49 120 541 22 Nov 
1958 

22.5-21 

•50 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

•56 

*57 

a Records 
lost 

G R E A T B R I T A I N 

British Museum, 
Ethnography 
Depar tment , 
London 

J A P A N 

Tokyo National 
Museum, 
Tokyo 

a 

a 

a 

T h e University 
of Tokyo, 
Depar tment of 
Anthropology, 

99-23 

N o n u m 
ber 

29875 

30605 

31488 

31489 

Faculty of Science, 
Tokyo 

Collected by 
F . W . 
Christian 

H . G. Beasley 
collection 
(Granmore 
Museum) 

Gift of Ukichi 
Taguchi who 
acquired it on 
Yap 

Gift of M r . 
Sadajiro 
Shibata 

Gift of Chief of 
Yap on 
occasion of 
visit to J a p a n 

ii 

Presented by 
Chief from 
Y a p on 
occasion of 
visit to 
Ministry of 
the Navy, 
Japan 

1899 

1944 

20 Oc t 
1891 

M a r 1903 

M a r 1915 

a 

Aug 1915 

39 

51 

4 6 . 5 

3 1 . 7 X 
30 .25 

24 .35 

77 .8 X 
6 3 . 6 

5 4 . 8 X 
4 6 . 9 

85 X 68 

2.0) 

4.75 

4.5 

10.0 

5.4 

12. 05 9. 65 

7.5 13.0 

15 

(note a) 

- Stepped 

Valued by Rough, 
donors weathered 
at 500 
yen. 
(note b) 

See footnotes at end of table. 
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TABLE.—Rai exported from Tap—Continued 

[Measurements in centimeters unless indicated otherwise] 

Rai 
number 
(•illus
trated 

herein) 

Location 
Acces
sions 

number 

Acquired 
from 

Tear 
acquired Diameter 

Thick- Hole 
diam

eter 

Value at 
time of 

acquisition 
Surface 

T H E N E T H E R L A N D S 

•58 

59 

Rijksmuseum 
voor Volken-
kunde, Leiden 

1109-36 Gift of M r . 
P. K . A. 
Meerkamp van 
Embden, 
Consul of the 
Netherlands 
in Mani la 

1896 ca. 24 ca. 2 

Museum voor 
land-en 
Volkenkunde, 
Ro t t e rdam 

Purchased from 
estate of Ger
man physician, 
Dr. Lau, who 
purchased it 
in village of 
Dulukan, 
Yap, 1909 

1951, col
lected 
1909 

2 5 . 5 -
2 2 . 5 

*60 

S W E D E N 

Svenska 
Handelsban-
ken, Stock
holm 

•61 

S W I T Z E R L A N D 

Museum fur 
Volkerkunde, 
Basel 

Vc 47 

Acquired from 
Yapese citizen 
through ad
ministration, 
transported 
from Lamer-
Ngaff village, 
1967 

Purchased from 1911 
Rauten-
strauch-
Joest Museum 
fur Volker
kunde, 
Cologne, 
Germany 

M a r 1967 150-100 20-15 

Donor 's 
comment, 
"value 
equal to a 
sack of 
copra 
equalling 

an 
amount 
of about 
D . F l . 
1,50" 

Rough, 
interest
ing tool 
(?) mark 
around 
lip o" 
hole 

Stepped 

$30 per foot 
or $150 

Rough, 
weathered 

Piece strung 
with 
coconut 
rope 

See footnotes at end of table. 
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TABLE.—Rai exported from Tap—Continued 

[Measurements in centimeters unless indicated otherwise] 

Rai 
number 
(•illus
trated 

herein) 

Location 
Acces
sions 

number 

Acquired 
from 

Tear 
acquired 

Thick-
Diameter 

Hole 
diam

eter 

Value at 
time of 

acquisition 
Surface 

*62 
^63 

'64 
:65 

66 

'67 

a 
a 

a 
a 

Bernisches 
Historisches 
Museum, 
Berne 

U.S.S.R. 

M u s e u m of 
Anthropology 
and Eth
nography, 
Leningrad 

V c 48 
V c 254 

Vc 255 
Vc 99 

Mikr . 37 

N 168-
188i 

// 
a 

n 

Acquired from 
Mr. 
Koniezko by 
Prof. Felix 
Speiser who 
donated it to 
museum 

Gift of former 
curator , Dr. 
Zeller, who 
purchased it 
from A. J . 
Speyer, 
Berlin 

N . N . 
Mik lucho-
Maclay 

" 11 
1911, said 7 

to be 
collected 
by A. 
Creifelds 
before 
1906 

" 3.5 
1921 35 

1920 36.0-28.5 
deposited 
in 
museum, 
1928 
donated 

1886 36.5 

16 m m — 

-
5 

11.3, at 4.5 
r im 
4 

8.5 

-

-

Taxat ion, 
1928, 
50 Swiss 
francs 

Donor 
wrote : 
" m a n y 
of the 
stone 

*68 

*69 

70 

71 

N 

N 

N 

N 

168-
188 2 

168-
188 3 
168-

188* 
168-

188» 

16.5 

18 

20-15 

13 

8.0-

5.5 

8 

8.5 

4 

pieces 
have a 
value of 
many 
hundred 
do l la r s" . -
(note c) 

Large 
sloping 
hole 

See footnotes a t end of table. 
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TABLE.—Rai exported from Tap—Continued 

[Measurements in centimeters unless indicated otherwise] 

Rai 
number 
(•illus
trated 

herein) 

Location 
Acces
sions 

number 

Acquired 
from 

Tear 
acquired Diameter 

Thick
ness 

Hole Value at 
diam- time of 

eter acquisition 
Surface 

U N I T E D S T A T E S 

72 T h e American 80 .1 / 
Museum of 4473 
Natura l 
History, New 
York City 

73 Bernice P. 
Bishop 
Museum, 
Honolulu, 
Hawai i 

74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

9653 

B5568 

C8432 

C8808 

D3674 

5851 

79 

80 

" D4357 

" D4538 

Purchased 
from J o h n H. 
Brandt, then 
a Trust Terr i 
tory Govern
ment em
ployee 

Gift of the 
Honorable 
Henry Naupu 

Collected by 
H a n s G . 
Hornbestel 
in Agana, 
G u a m 

Collected by 
Yoshio 
Kondo at 
Uluach, Yap 

Collected by 
Museum's 
Micronesian 
Expedition 

Mrs . James 
Mur ray 

Gift of estate of 
Governor 
Ingram M . 
Stainback 
who acquired 
it from Rear 
Admiral 
Richard B. 
Black 

Gift of 
Edmund 
Gilmer 

1962, col
lected in 
Kong, 
Yap, 1959 

1907 

5 ^ in 
(14 cm) 

116-100 15.5 

9 Oct 1922 19-15 

3 Ju l 1936 35-33 

23-20 

20 m m 

17 Oct 
1936 

1 Ju l 1965, 
collected 
in Koror, 
.,. 1953 

7 Feb 1963, 
collected 
before 
1952 

2 9 J u n 
1967 

55-50 

12 

60-56 

12 

3.7 

140-65 
m m 

82-65 
m m 

17.5-
15.2 

11.9-9.1 

28 m m 

10X10 
m m 

18-8 
m m 

Brownish 
color 

Flat, 
"modern 
manufac
t u r e " 

See footnotes a t end of table. 
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TABLE.—Rai exported from Tap—Continued 

[Measurements in centimeters unless indicated otherwise] 

Rai 
number 
(•illus
trated 

herein) 

81 

82 

•83 

•84 

•85 

Location 

a 

Museum of 
Science, 
Buffalo, New 
York 

T h e Rober t H . 
Lowie M u 
seum of 
Anthropology, 

Acces
sions 

number 

1973.14 

K n 4 2 8 

11-32430 

U. of California, 
Berkeley 

it 

n 

11-32743 

11-32750 

Acquired 
from 

Gift of Theo . J . 
Fabik, Rea r 
Admiral , 
Coast G u a r d 
Ret . Pre
sented to 
donor by 
Yapese Chief 
at commis
sioning of 
U . S . Loran C 
Station on 
Yap, 11 Sep, 
1964 

Knox Collection 

Collected by 
E. W. Gifford 
dur ing 
archaeological 
investigations 
in Micro
nesia. O b 
tained 21 
M a y 1956, 
from Ada 
Ariadna and 
Alexander A. 
Tretnoff, 
Rul , Yap 

Collected by 
E. W. Gifford 
from A. J . 
Roboman , 
Tomil , Yap , 
15 M a y 1956 

Collected by 
E. W . Gifford 
from K e n t R. 
Groote, 
19 M a y 1956 

Tear 
acquired 

1973 
(1964) 

Prior to 
1936 

1956 

1956 

1956 

Diameter 

44.5 

2 1 - 1 6 ^ 
in 
(53 .5 -
42 cm) 

24.8 

37.7 

27.1 

Thick
ness 

80 m m 

5 in 
(13 
cm) 

5.6 

5.3 

5.3 

Hole 
diam

eter 

7 

9 in 
(23 
cm) 

5.2 

7.7 

3.8 

Value at 
time of 

acquisition 

-

Surface 

(note d) 

Incised, 
spokelike 
lines 

Fairly 
smooth, 
sharp 
edged 
hole 

" P a l a u 
m a d e 
p iece" 

See footnotes a t end of table. 
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TABLE.—Rai exported from Tap—Continued 

[Measurements in centimeters unless indicated otherwise] 

Rai 
number 
(•illus
trated 

herein) 

•86 

87 

(87a) 
•88 

89 

90 

91 

92 

Location 

T h e Chase 
M a n h a t t a n 
Bank Money 
Museum, 
New York 
City 

// 

n 

T h e Nat ional 
Bank of 
Detroit , 
Michigan 

World Heri tage 
Museum, U . 
of Illinois, 
Urbana , 111. 

Nat ional Geo
graphic 
Society, 
Washington, 
D . C . 

Peabody 
M u s e u m of 
Archaeology 
& Ethnology, 
Harva rd 
University, 
Cambridge, 
Mass. 

n 

Acces
sions 

number 

_ 

(note e) 

-

-

Acquired 
from 

Purchased from 
Staadiche 
Museen 
Preussischer 
Kulturbesi tz 
Museum fur 
Volkerkunde, 
Berlin 

a 

Purchased from 
M r . Pong, 
Bugol village, 
Tomil , Yap 

Gift of Andrew 
Roboman , 
Yap 

Purchased from 
sources on 
Yap . Stone 
from Neff 
village. O b 
tained by 
staff member 
David Boyer 
through 
offices of 
District Ad
ministrator, 
Y a p 

Collected by 
Museum 
Expedition 
headed by 
Schneider, 
Stevens, 
Kidder and 
H u n t 

n 

Tear 
acquired 

1931 

a 

1960 

M a r 1965 

1967 

1948 

a 

Diameter 

30-29 in 
(76 .2-
73.7 
cm) 

12 in 
(30.5 
cm) 

5 ft 
(about 
152.3 
cm) 

18 in 
(45.7 
cm) 

5 ft 11 in 
(180.3 
cm) 

7 - 5 ^ in 
(17 .8-
14 cm) 

9!4-83/8in 
(23 .5 -
21.3 
cm) 

Thick
ness 

7 ^ in 
(17.8-
10.2 
cm) 

Kin 
(1.3 
cm) 

1% in 
(2.9 
cm) 

Hole 
diam

eter 

10 in 
- (25.4 

cm) 

Vs in 
(1.5 
cm) 

1% in 
(3.5 
cm) 

Value at 
time of 

acquisition 

Author 
asked not 
to cite 
price 
paid 

a 

$25 per ft 
or $125 

Surface 

Rough, 
weathered 

Rough 

(T .T . court 
records) 

$3.75 per 
inch or 
$266.25 

-

Broken 

" F r a g m e n t 
of larger 
s tone" 

See footnotes at end of table. 
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TABLE.—Rai exported from Tap—Continued 

[Measurements in centimeters unless indicated otherwise] 

Rai 
number 
(•illus
t ra ted 

herein) 

93 

Location 

T h e University 
Museum, U . 
of Pennsyl
vania, Phila
delphia 

Acces
sions 

number 

PI 743 

Acquired 
from 

Gift of 
Dr . Will iam 
Furness 

Tear 
acquired 

1904 
collected 
1903 

Diameter 
Thick
ness 

Hole 
diam

eter 

Value at 
time of 

acquisition 
Surface 

"94 

95 

96 

PI 744 

6 cm 

1 % 
(49.5 
cm) 

Ripley's 
"Believe It or 
N o t " M u s e u m 
St. Augustine, 
Fla . 

Depa r tmen t of 
Anthropology, 
Nat ional 
M u s e u m of 
Natura l 
History, 
Smithsonian 
Institution, 
Washington, 
D . C . 

176,089 
(no. 1) 

O n loan from 
Grover 
Criswell of 
Citra , Fla . 
who acquired 
it from A. 
Roboman of 
Yap . "Said to 
come from 

stone bank at 
Balabat (sic)" 

Not recorded 

1964 

5 J a n 1897 

7K ft 
(228.4 
cm) 

58-56 r im 3 10 

Furness 
said: " a 
good pig 
wor th 
stone of 
abou t 19 
inches" . 
Valued by 
Museum, 
1970 at 
$2,000, 
1967 at 
$1,000 

Cost paid 
in 1964, 
"several 
hundred 
dol lars" 

Dull finish, 
gouge marks 

.5 cm 
wide, 
piece 
broken 
and 
repaired 

See footnotes at end of table. 
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TABLE.—Rai exported from Tap—Continued 

[Measurements in centimeters unless indicated otherwise] 

Rai 
number 
(•illus
trated 

herein) 

Location 
Acces
sions 

number 

Acquired 
from 

Tear 
acquired Diameter 

Thick- Hole 
diam

eter 

Value at 
time of 

acquisition 
Surface 

•97 

98 

"99 

*100 

101 

176,089 
(no. 2) 

61-59 r im 3 10 

II 

II 

II 

II 

ivision of 
Numismatics, 
National 
Museum of 
History and 
Technolgy, 
Smithsonian 
Institution, 
Washington, 
D .C . 

48,520 
(cat. 
248,-
987) 

227,555 
(cat. 
397,-
772) 

228,912 
(cat. 
400,-
073) 

244, 937 
(cat. 
400,-
679) 

242915 
(cat. 
69631) 

Purchased from 
H . L. Cons-
tenoble, 
Agana, G u a m 
through W. E. 
Safford, 
Dept . of 
Agriculture 

Arnold C. 
Mason 
through 
Gilbert 
Corwin. Col
lected on 
Babelthnop, 
Palau Islands 

Chief Gaag of 
Rul , Yap 

Mrs . Dewitt C. 
Ramsey 

Purchased 
from H . H . 
Kricheldorf, 
Stuttgart , 
Germany 

30 M a r 
1908 

6 Oct 1959 
(1948) 

2 2 J u n 
1962 

7 Nov 1962 

20 Dec 
1962 

25.5 

58^-8 

2 .08-
1.83 

13.9 
(cat. 
card 
reads 
18.4) 

18 

4 (at 6.5 
r im 
1.5) 

10.2 
(at 
r im 
1.5) 

12 

$25 per ft 
or $175 

3.5 

Stepped only 
on one 
side, step 
begins 
6 cm from 
r im, 
creamy 
color, 
traces of 
gouging or 
filing 

One side 
flat, light 
color, 
crystal
like 
surface 

Darkest of 
stones in 
coll. Very 
thick at 
center, 
smooth 

Stepped, 
yellowish 
or golden 
brown 
color, 
file marks 

See footnotes at end of table. 
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TABLE.—Rai exported from Tap—Continued 

[Measurements in centimeters unless indicated otherwise] 

Rai 
number 
(•illus
t ra ted 

herein) 

103 

104 

105 

106 

Location 

it 

T h o m a s Burke 
Memor ia l 
Washington 
State 
Museum, 
Washington, 
University of 
Seattle 

it 

Acces
sions 

number 

303400 
(cat. 
72.-
172.1) 

4.13841 

4.13842 

4.13843 

Acquired 
from 

Col. Wil l iam C. 
Moore , 
Arlington, 
V a . I t em 
from central 
depositories 
on Yap . 
Given by 
chief to 
Douglas 
Xiques of 
G u a m , 1967, 
then to a 
Major 

R a y m o n d E. 
Sullivan and 
finally to Col. 
Moore 

Gift of Shig 
Kaneshiro, 
then a Trus t 
Terr i tory 
Government 
employee. 
Collected by 
Douglas 
Osborne for 
the museum 

Gift of Shig 
Kaneshiro . 
Collected on 
Koror at old 
J apanese 
residential 
area. 

a 

Tear 
acquired 

13 Dec 
1972 
(1967) 

1953 

1954 

it 

Diameter 

60 

25-21 in 
(63 .5 -
53.3 
cm) 

19 in 
(48.2 
cm) 

Thick
ness 

11 
(at 
r im 
4.5) 

Hole 
diam

eter 

9 

4 in 
(10.2 
cm) 

3 ^ i n 
(8.9 
c m ) 

Value at 
time of 

acquisition 

_ 

Surface 

Smooth, 
stepped, 
broken 
when 
being 
unloaded 
from 
Palau 
Islander 
onto 
G u a m 

Fragments 
of broken 
rai 

Broken ,} i 
of r im 
missing 

See footnotes at end of table. 
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TABLE.—Rai exported from Tap—Continued 

[Measurements in centimeters unless indicated otherwise] 

Rai 
number 
(•illus
trated 
herein) 

Location 
Acces
sions 

number 

Acquired 
from 

Tear 
acquired Diameter 

Thick
ness 

Hole Value at 
diam- time of 

eter acquisition 
Surface 

107 4.13844 

108 

109 

91.0/31 

91.0/333 

Gift of Shig 
Kaneshiro. 
Found in 
water of 
Koror by 
local 
Palauan. 
Given to 
Weather 
Bureau on 
Koror , men 
to donor by 
U.S. meter-
ologist, 
Richard 
Hagelmeyer. 

Gift of Mrs . 
Ford Elvidge, 
Seatde 

Gift of, and col
lected by M r . 
J i m Eslinger, 
Pan American 
pilot on Yap . 

1963 

1968 

22 in 
(55.8 
cm) 

Undril led, 
incom
plete 
shape 

14 in 
(35.6 
cm) 

16-15 in 
(40.7-
38.1 
cm) 

2 in 
(5.1 
cm) 

4 - 3 in 
(10.2-
7.7 
cm) 

2 in 
(5.1 
cm) 

2% in 
(6.4 
cm) 

PRIVATELY O W N E D 

110 Abalos, Filo-
meno J . 
Colonia, Yap 

Sale registered 
in file of 
District Ad
ministrator, 
Yap , from 
J o h n D. 
Tamaglibian, 
Waned 
village, M a a p 
municipality, 
Yap. 

5 Aug 
1971 

15 in 
(38.1 
cm) 

(5.1 
cm) 

$6 

See footnotes at end of table. 
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TABLE.—Rai exported from Tap—Continued 

[Measurements in centimeters unless indicated otherwise] 

Rai 
number 
(•illus
trated 

herein) 

111 

112 

113 

Location 

Becker, Neil 
Great Neck, 
N.Y. 

Crawford, 
Josephine and 
William, 
Hawai i 

Daniels, Bill 
(past Gover
nor of G u a m ) , 
Liberty, Tex. 

Acces
sions 

number 

(Schul
man 

#827) 

-

Acquired 
from 

Purchased from 
Hans Schul
man who said 
it was " r e 
ceived by 
Catholic 
priest, T . 
Kurosawa, 
from Roupon 
of Y a p " 

Sale registered 
from Andrew 
Roboman of 
Tomil , Yap 

Sale registered 
from Francis 
Defngin, 
Wonayan 
village, Gagil 
municipality, 
Yap 

Tear 
acquired 

2 7 J u n 
1973 

28 Aug 
1968 

15 Nov 
1968 

Thick-
Diameter ness 

6 in (15.2 
cm) 

20 in 
(50.8 
cm) 

18# in 
(47 cm) 

Hole 
diam

eter 

tf in 
(1.9 
cm) 

-

Value at 
time of 

acquisition 

Offered for 
$120-
$140 

$70 

Purchased 
for $3.50 
per inch 
or 3 
stones for 
$160.50 

Surface 

Stepped, 
light 
color, file 
marks 

-

114 

115 

116 

117 

a 

a 

Farr ington, Mrs . 
Elizabeth, 
(past Director 
of Office of 
Territories, 
Depar tment 
of Intel ior), 
Washington, 
D .C . 

K a h n , Paul J . , 
Palo Alto, 
Calif. 

15 in 
(38 cm) 

16tf in 
(41.9 
cm.) 

Sale registered 

Given by Chief 
Andrew 
Roboman, 
Yap, at dedi
cation of Yap 
District Legis
lature Bldg. 
in apprecia
tion of as
sistance given 
Yapese stu
dents at U. of 
Guam 

Jan 1969 1X10 in 

(27. I X 
25.4 
cm) 

IK in 
(3.8 
cm) 

See footnotes at end of table. 
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TABLE.—Rai exported from Tap—Continued 

[Measurements in centimeters unless indicated otherwise] 

Rai 
number 
(•illus
trated 

herein) 

118 

119 
120 

•121 

122 

123 

124 

Location 

Kennedy, David 
M. , Ambassa
dor a t Large 
(note f) 

// 
LaForest, Dr . 

James R., 
Dean, Orange 
County 
Communi ty 
College, 
Middletown, 
N.Y. 

Lannan , J . 
Patrick, T h e 
Lannan 
Foundat ion, 
Palm Beach, 
Fla. 

Linear, Capta in 
Ova , S/Y 
Klaraborg, 
(Sweden) 

Montvel-Cohen, 
Marvin , 
Carbondale, 
111. 

Ostheimer III, 
A. J . , Hono
lulu, Hawaii 

See footnotes a t end of table 

Acces
sions 

number 

-

Acquired 
from 

Given to 
President 
Nixon via 
Ambassador 
Kennedy by 
Chief Andrew 
Roboman, 
Yap 

// 

Acquired 
through of
fices of Dis
trict Adminis
trator Yap, by 
Howard F. 
Van Zandt , 
Vice Presi
dent Inter
national 
Telephone & 
Telegraph 
Corp. , Tokyo 

Given by Chief 
Andrew 
Roboman, 
Yap, at dedi
cation of Yap 
District 
Legislature 
Bldg. 

Sale registered 
from Fane
choor, Yap 

Tear 
acquired 

Spring 
1971 

// 

1966 

J a n 1969 

6 Aug 1968 

Thick-
Diameter ness 

ca. 3 ft ca. 
(ca 2% 
91.4 in 
cm) (6.4 
Dimen- cm) 
sions cited 
from 
memory 

// // 
14^ in 

(36.8 
cm) 

29X26 
in 
(73.6X 
66 cm) 

26 in 
(66 cm) 

Hole 
diam
eter 

-

Value at 
time of 

acquisition 

-

Purchased 
for $60 

Surface 

-
Stepped, 

broken 

Stepped 
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TABLE.—Rai exported from Tap—Continued 

[Measurements in centimeters unless indicated otherwise] 

Rai 
number 
(•illus
t ra ted 

herein) 

125 

126 

127 

128 

129 

130 

131 

Location 

n 

Robinson, 
David, U n i 
versity of 
G u a m 

Schneider, 
David M. , 
University of 
Chicago, 
Dept . of 
Anthropology, 
Chicago 

Schulman, Hans 
M . F . , New 
York City. 
Pieces listed 
for auction 
23-24 M a r 
1956 

Schulman 
auction 
28 Feb 1959 

it 

a 

Acces
sions 

number 

-

-

440 

2477 

2478 

2479 

Acquired 
from 

Sale registered 
from Andrew 
Roboman , 
Yap 

Sale registered 
from Figir 
Leerwon of 
W a n a v a n 
village Gagil 
municipality, 
Yap 

Sale registered 
from Andrew 
Roboman , 
Yap 

"Given by 
Chief Roupon 
to M r . 
Kurosawa 
(Japanese 
sign pa in te r ) " 

Tear 
acquired 

-

29 M a r 
1971 

28 Aug 
1968 

-

Diameter 

21 in 
(53.3 
cm) 

24 in 
(60.9 
cm) 

18 in 
(45.8 
cm) 

4 X 2 in 

(10.2X 
5.1 cm) 

9 in (22.9 
cm) 

11 in 
(27.5 
cm) 

6 in 
(15.3 
cm) 

Thick
ness 

-

-

Hin 
(1.3 
cm) 

Hole 
diam
eter 

-

-

l ^ i n 
(3.8 
cm) 

2 in 
(5.1 
cm) 

ltfin 
(3.2 
cm) 

Value at 
time of 

acquisition 

-

Purchased 
for $3.50 
per inch 
or $84 

$63 

Offered 
at $100 

Offered 
a t $150, 
realized 
$90 

Offered 
a t $250, 
realized 
$100 

Offered 
at $100, 
realized 
$82.50 

Surface 

-

-

-

" D a r k 
brown 
and 
white, 
spotted 
with 
crystal
lized 
do ts" 

See footnotes at end of table. 
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TABLE.—Rai exported from Tap—Continued 

[Measurements in centimeters unless indicated otherwise] 

Rai 
number 
(•illus
trated 

herein) 

132 

Location 

Schulman 
auction 6—8 
O c t 1970 

Acces
sions 

number 

1081 

Acquired 
from 

Howard D . 
Gibbs 

Tear 
acquired 

-

Thick-
Diameter ness 

2 and % 

in (5. I X 
1.9 cm) 

3 in 
(7.6 
cm) 

13 in 
(33 
cm) 

19H in 
(49.5 
cm) 

Hole 
diam
eter 

_ 

-

-

-

Value at 
time of 

acquisition 

Offered 
at $65 -
$75, real
ized $60 

Offered 
at $ 7 5 -
$100, 
realized 
$35 

Offered 
at $500-
$600. 
Reported 
by Neil 
Becker 
to have 
been 
with
d rawn 
from 
sale 

Offered 
at $1 ,000-
$2,000, 
realized 
$1,100 

Surface 

Reported 
by Neil 
Becker 
to be a 
Toga 
stone 

-

-

-

133 1082 

134 Schulman 
auction 
18-20 J u n 
1971 

1361A Howard D . 
Gibbs who 
acquired 
it from 
Japanese 
adminis-
tion in 
Yap 

135 1362 

136 

137 

1363 

1364 

1934 

Howard D . 
Gibbs 
(Schulman 
said 
"b rough t 
by a Navy 
officer 
who married 
a Yap girl 
related to 
a tribal 
chief." 

Howard D . 
Gibbs 

12 in 
(30.5 
cm) 

2J4X1J-1 
in 

(6.4X 
3.2 
cm) 

Offered 
at $350-
$400, 
realized 
$350 

Offered 
at $100-
$150, 
realized 
$52.50 

See footnotes at end of table. 
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TABLE.—Rai exported from Tap—Continued 

[Measurements in centimeters unless indicated otherwise] 

Rai 
number 
(•illus
t ra ted 

herein) 

Location 
Acces
sions 

number 

Acquired 
from 

Tear 
acquired 

Thick-
Diameter ness 

3 in — 
(7.6 
cm) 

12 in 
(30.5 
cm) 

20 in 
(50.8 
cm) 

16# in 
(41.9 
cm) 

5 in -
(12.7 
cm) 

14 in -
(35.5 
cm) 

Hole 
diam
eter 

-

-

-

Vtr} 
in 
( 1 -
2.5 
cm) 

-

Value at 
time of 

acquisition 

Offered 
at $150-
$200, 
realized 
$55 

Offered 
at $ 2 7 5 -
$300, 
realized 
$275 

Offered 
at $1,250, 
realized 
$400 
(note g) 

Offered 
at 
$1 ,250-
$1,750, 
realized 
$450 

Offered 
at $750-
$1,000 

$3.50 
per inch 
or $49 

Surface 

138 

139 

140 

141 

142 

Schulman 
auction 
1 Oc t 
1971 

Schulman 
auction 
31 M a y -
2 J u n 
1972 

Schulman 
auction 
27-29 
J u n 
1973 

1365 

1366 

550 

1128 

828 

" A Navy 
cap ta in" 

Captain 
Don K a n n , 
U . S . Air 
Force 

143 Sedore, 
Will iam H . 
Reno , Nev. 

144 Seaby Ltd . , 
B.A. London, 
Grea t Britain, 
Piece listed 
for auction 
Aug 1965 

See footnotes a t end of table. 

Sale 
registered 
from Stanley 
Filmed of 
K a d a y 
Village, 
Weloy 

munici
pality, 
Y a p 

-

Aug 1971 

21 in 
(53.3 
cm) 

5 pounds 
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TABLE.—Rai exported from Tap—Continued 

[Measurements in centimeters unless indicated otherwise] 

Rai 
number 
(•illus
trated 

herein) 

Location 
Acces
sions 

number 

Acquired 
from 

Tear 
acquired Diameter 

Thick- Hole Value at 
diam- time of 
eter acquisition 

Surface 

145 

146 

147 

•148 

Smith, Dr. Don, 
George 
Mason Col
lege, Fairfax, 
Va . 

Tolentino, 
A. M . 
Mani la , 
Philippines 

Weinrich, Mrs. 
Harr ie t , 
Hawai i 

Wilson, Prof. 
W. Scott, U . 
of G u a m 

1970 36-32 
cm 

cm 9-4 cm 

Sale registered 
from Andrew 
Roboman , 
Yap 

Sale registered 
from Francis 
Defngin, 
Wonayan 
village, Gagil 
municipality, 
Yap 

Given by Chief 
Andrew 
Roboman 
at dedication 
of Yap Dis
trict Legisla
ture Bldg. 

21 Sept 
1968 

29 Aug 
1967 

1969 

18 in 
(45.1 
cm) 

26 in 
(66 
cm) 

40X3C 
cm 

Brown to 
yellowish 
color 

Purchased 
for $63 

Purchased 
for $65 

4 0 X 3 0 7.5 cm 7.5 cm 

a Illustrated by CHRISTIAN, " O n Micronesian Weapons ," pi. 2 3 : fig. 2. 
b MATSUMURA, "Contr ibut ions to the Ethnography of Micronesia," p . 164. 
c M I K L U C H O - M A C L A Y , "Die Insel W u a p , " p . 44. 
d Illustrated by M O S H E R , " T h e Story of Money ," pi. 9. 
e T h e Museum fur Volkerkunde, Berlin, indicated tha t three pieces were sold to T h e Chase Manha t t an Bank Money Museum. 

The curator of the Money Museum at the t ime of purchase was Far ran Zerbe who wrote in The Numismatist, 45 (1932), p . 12, tha t 
the three pieces received measured 12, 26, and 30 inches (30, 65, and 75 cm) . T h e 26-inch piece must be the one tha t the Berlin 
museum said was given by Consul Hernsheim in 1897. This original donor said tha t the i tem was "wor th a piece of shell money 
of the value of D M 10." 

1 Both Kennedy stones are now in Ambassador David M . Kennedy 's home in a Chicago suburb though they have previously 
been displayed by various banks. 

« "Auction Repor ts , " Australian Coin Review, vol 8, No. 9 (March 1972), p . 15. 
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FIGURE l.—i?ai numbers 5-9, Staathche Museen Preussischer 
f ' . . . . . . »«_!• r^,™,™, Fir tiRE 3—jRai number 15, Staadiches Museum fur Volker-

Kulturbesitz, Museum fur Volkerkunde, Berlin, Germany. FIGURE :>. A<« numuci ' . 
,„ ' s kunde, Dresden, Germany. (Courtesy of museum) 
(Courtesy of museum) *•"" ' ' 
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FIGURE 4.—i?ae: a, number 13; 4, number 16; c, number 17; 
d, number 18. {a, Ubersee-Museum, Bremen, Germany; b—d, 
Staatliches Museum fur Volkerkunde, Dresden, Germany; 
courtesy of museums) 
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/ FIGURE 5.—Rai, Hamburgisches Museum fur Volkerkunde, 
Hamburg, Germany: a, number 21; b, number 22; c, number 
23, with bamboo carrying stick; d, number 24; e, number 25; 

/ , number 26; g, number 27. (Courtesy of museum) 
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FIGURE 6.—Rai number 28, Museum fur Volkerkunde, Leipzig, 
Germany. (Courtesy of museum) 

FIGURE 7.—Rai number 29, Museum fur Volkerkunde, Leipzig, 
Germany. (Courtesy of museum) 
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FIGURE 8.—Rai numbers 30-35, Museum fiir Volkerkunde, Leipzig, Germany. (Courtesy of museum) 
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FIGURE 9.—Rai number 37, Museum fiir Volkerkunde, Leipzig, Germany. (Courtesy of museum) 
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FIGURE 10.—Rai, Museum fiir Volkerkunde, Leipzig, G e r m a n y : 
a, number 38 ; b, number 40. (Courtesy of museum) 

A 

FIGURE 11.—Rai number 39, Museum fiir Volkerkunde, 
Leipzig, Germany. (Courtesy of museum) 
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FIGURE 12.—Rai number 41, Museum fiir Volkerkunde, 
Leipzig, Germany. (Courtesy of museum) 

FIGURE 13.—Rai number 42, Museum fiir Volkerkunde, 
Leipzig, Germany. (Courtesy of museum) 
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FIGURE 14.—Rai number 44, Museum fiir Volkerkunde, 
Leipzig, Germany. (Courtesy of museum) 

FIGURE 15.—Rai number 43, Museum fiir Volkerkunde, 
Leipzig, Germany. (Courtesy of museum) 

FIGURE 16.—Rai number 45, Museum fur Volkerkunde, FIGURE 17.—Rai number 46, Museum fur Volkerkunde, 
Leipzig, Germany. (Courtesy of museum) Leipzig, Germany. (Courtesy of museum) 
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FIGURE 18.—Rai: a, number 47, Museum fiir Volkerkunde, Leipzig, Germany; b, number 48, 
Linden-Museum Gesellschaft fiir Erd-und Volkerkunde, Stuttgart, Germany. (Courtesy of museums) 

FIGURE 19.—Rai, Linden-Museum Gesellschaft fiir Erd-und Volkerkunde, Stuttgart, Germany: 
a, number 49; b, number 50. (Courtesy of museum) 
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FIGURE 20.—Rai: a, number 56, Tokyo 
National Museum, Tokyo, J a p a n ; b, 
number 57, The University of Tokyo, 
Depar tment of Anthropology, Faculty 
of Science, Tokyo, J a p a n ; c, number 
58, Rijksmuseum voor Volkenkunde, 
Leiden, The Netherlands. (Courtesy of 
museums) 
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• FIGURE 21.—Rai: a, number 60 ; b, number 6 1 ; c, number 62; 
d, number 6 3 ; {a, Svenska Handelsbanken, Stockholm, Sweden ; 
b-d, Museum fiir Volkerkunde, Basel, Switzerland; courtesy of 
museums) 
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FIGURE 22.—Rai number 64, Museum fiir Volkerkunde, Basel, 
Switzerland. (Courtesy of museum) 

FIGURE 23.—Rai number 65, Museum fiir Volkerkunde, Basel, 
Switzerland. (Courtesy of museum) 

FIGURE 24.—Rai numbers 67-69, Museum of Anthropology and Ethnography, Leningrad, U.S.S.R. 
(Courtesy of museum) 
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FIGURE 25.—Rai numbers 83-85, The Robert H. Lowie Museum of Anthropology, University of 
California, Berkeley, California. (Courtesy of museum) 
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FIGURE 26.—Rai number 86, The Chase Manhattan Bank 
Money Museum, New York City. (Courtesy of bank museum) 
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FIGURE 27.—Rai number 88, The National Bank of Detroit, Detroit, Michigan. 
(Courtesy of bank museum) 
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FIGURE 28.—Rai number 94, T h e University Museum, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania. (Courtesy of T h e University Museum) 
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FIGURE 29.—Rai numbers 97 and 100, Department of Anthropology, National Museum of Natural 
History, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D. C. (Smithsonian photo) 
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FIGURE 30.—Rai number 99, Department of Anthropology, National Museum of Natural History, 
Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D. C. (Smithsonian photo) 
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FIGURE 31.—Rai number 102, Division of Numismatics, National Museum of History and Tech
nology, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D. C. (Smithsonian photo) 
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FIGURE 32.—Rai number 121, The Lannan Foundation, Palm 
Beach, Florida. (Courtesy of J . Patrick Lannan) 

FIGURE 33.—Rai number 148. (Courtesy of Professor W. Scott 
Wilson, University of Guam, Agana, Guam) 
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